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Newcastle - December 26th 1832.
To Henry Curwin Esquire
Sir, Notwithstanding I have followed my friend Mr. Buddle’s precedent in a detailed notice of the present
state of your Collieries with cursory remarks thereon during my stay at Workington. I also feel that my duty
would be incomplete if I obtained buy a more regular Report, giving you my opinion as to the line of
conduct by which your future colliery operations might be conducted. And as the general description of
your colliery property has been from time to time so ably handled by him, I think it would only be a waste
of time to go over that ground again: but rather to proceed at once to the more urgent and immediate
questions as to the best means of improving, extending and rendering permanent the present working
collieries. And as the rightly understanding of the course is often half the cure, I will first state what I
consider to be the fundamental drawbacks to these collieries making the return which ought to be looked
for, and will upon that without reserve suggest how and to what extent I think matters may be amendable.
1st Workington Colliery
1st Clause - The great wear and tear of material constituting yard expenses occasioned by a necessarily long
conveyance of the coals underground upon very ill constructed ways and with equal ill constructed
carriages.
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2nd Clause - Engine expense and inconvenience of colliery water for want of lodgement.
3rd Clause - Inferior value of Coals as compared with Whitehaven and other neighbouring collieries.
4th Clause - Scattered state of workings in consequence of the interruption of Dykes and the want of Coal
field sufficiently laid open .
5th Clause - Limited quantum of Tend as proportioned to the extent and charges of the colliery.
Remarks and Remedies
1st Clause - With regard to this, the chief cause of expense, I find that the length of Rolley way, Number of
horses and Quantity of produce in the only two working Pits nearly as follows:
No of Horses

Length of Rolley Way

Daily produce of Baskets
9 to 50 cwt

Isabella Main Band

4

2100

200

Ditto: Little Bank

4

200

200

Ditto: Moorbanks

3

-

180

Total

11

-

580

Lady Pit Main Band

14

3000

4000

Total

25

980 = 1757 tons day

The Rolley ways are of Cast Iron and of the Ledge pattern which have long ago given place to the edge rail
of malleable Iron but as the alteration of principle over such an extent of road would be attended with
considerable expense as well as vast inconvenience, I would instead of that, recommend an improved
description of carriages on the same way, carrying two Baskets each and moving upon wheels 20 inches
high by which every horse would do at least half as much more work as at present and a large saving
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accrue in other shapes [shafts].
2nd Clause - The engine expense is not only burthensome [?burdensome], but on account of the rise water
percolating in considerable quantity to the lowest level of Isabella pit where there is a very limited
lodgement, it frequently occasions that lower working to be suspended for days and weeks together. This
will be in a great measure prevented when the pumping engine at Union pit begins work which is erecting
chiefly for the purpose of pumping these rise waters.
3rd Clause - Although the state of the coal in the mine is not at all inferior to that of Whitehaven; yet by
lacking attention to the working and screening out small it does not bring so much price by 1s/- waggon,
and consequently fails in commanding a trade - indeed so disproportioned is the quality and price of the
Workington coal that a competition is kept up against it by collieries situate some miles inland and whose
coals are delivered at the same by carts at an expense of from 4 to 5s/- per waggon. Now this I would
remedy not only by riddling the coals wherever it was found practical underground, but also by erecting a
good half inch screen at each pit heap to take out at least the small coals used for colliery consumption; the
result would unquestionably be an improvement in the quality of the coal, a consequent command of
Trade and not improbable an advance of the selling price.
4th Clause - The principal field of unwrought coal lies under the Irish Sea, it is bounded on the South by its
outcrop; on the North by downthrow Dyke of 50 fathoms, and on the East by a strip where as far as yet has
been proved, the coal has disappeared: therefore the present narrow strips of coal and long conveyance
must either be perseverance in or a further supply of main band obtained from some
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other quarter. As the Union is the only shaft besides the two present working pits remaining open to the
main band, my attention has been a good deal turned to that point, but although there is a winding engine
capable of being repaired, I find that it would be necessary to sink the shaft 50 fathoms and extend as
stone drift yards before reaching the whole field of coal lying between here and the Church Pit, over and
above which that the heapstead would be to form a waggon way of yards to lay which would take from £
to £ to accomplish. The other expedient would be to win the coal under the Irish Sea lying in the dip side
of the 50 fathoms dyke by a perpendicular sinking and under drifting ( per marginal profile) commanded by
as High pressure Engine of at least 20 horse power. In order to ascertain something of the nature of the
stratification beyond this Dyke a stone-drift was commenced about the year 1825 at the level of the low
leading course, and after passing through the Dyke obliquely has been continued in a westerly direction the
distance of 800 yards during which course it has intersected several Troubles which have thrown in not only
the metal band lying 7 fathoms above the Moor Banks seam and at its termination (yards from where it
commenced) a borehole has proved the main band to lie underneath at the distance of 20 fathoms. That
there is therefore a very considerable tract of coal in this quarter, I have no doubt and that it lies favourably
for working if won at the proper quarter is in a great measure proved by the exploring drift before
mentioned. This therefore is in my opinion the proper time for determining either that this coal shall be
won forthwith or left for ever, because the coal in these low levels must be preNEIMME FOR1/15/[5]
served for that object, or wrought away and the pumping discontinued. And when it comes to be
considered that this winning can be affected for not a great deal of more money than the regeneration of
the Union pit, that the coal in that quarter is not quite as dubious with regard to Dykes and Troubles, as
that under the 50 fathom dyke: and moreover no such concurs consideration impels forward the forward
measure as attached to the latter, I feel strongly of opinion that the said winning ought to be prosecuted.
On the presumption that the winning of the said coal is determined on, I would recommend a sinking to be
made from the low leading course of Isabella pit at about 1000 yards distant from the shaft or where the
exploring drift passed the Dyke, such sinking to be at least 60 fathoms deep to consist of a shaft
10 feet in diameter, substantially bratticed and fitted up with a high pressure engine of at least 20 horses
power capable of drawing both coals and water from bottom of said shaft - a horizontal stone drift to be
extended full dip ways till it cuts the main seam on the under side of dyke whence leading courses would
be driven East and West, the latter of which by intersecting the upcast dyke proved by the exploring drift

would beyond reasonable doubt command a very large field of coal. Although undertakings of this nature
ought to be governed by expediency as well as of cost, I will endeavour to give an Estimate of what sum I
think will amply
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accomplish the project.
Estimate
Suitable gin and erection thereof in Main Band Seam, with other preparatory measures}

100

Sinking 60 fathoms of 10 feet pit including putting in Brattice waiting on, stowing stones or
sending them to surface at £10 }

600

Two horses employed during 26 weeks

50

Driving two double drifts each 100 yards long and 6 feet long including air holdings = 220
yards at £2.10

550

Sump, shaft bottom siding etc

100

Timbering and walling in shaft arching and timbering in Drift etc

300

60 fathoms of Brattice as well as occasional timber at £4

240

say

Purchase of a 20 horse high pressure engine including conveyance onto premises

600

Blowing down stone for it and boilers

150

Conveying engine to position, erecting ditto and labour

250

Shaft frame ropes, scaffold and various arrangements

150

Engine chimney ridding out, building with bricks for 150 yards and guarding remaining
course to upcast shaft

300

Stones, bricks, water pipes, iron work, sharping gear both for engine, shaft and drifts

250
£3640

Sundries unforeseen

400
Total

£4040
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The undertaking might require according to the exertions used from 18 to 24 months or an expenditure of
£2000 per annum for two years and when completed would command easily 40,000 tons per annum. It is
perhaps not important to remark that the coals in this District would be much more productive than that of
the Isabella or Lady Pit, in as much as being totally free from the influence of surfaced waters; no
impediment would arise to the working of the pillars: and from the bottom of the 60 fathom pit a most
favourable opportunity would be afforded of running a back mine to cut the lower seams were they even
to prove an object of attainment. As a necessary contingency to the above measure would be the
improving of a new Rolley way to the position of the engine and thereby effecting some measadvantageous
[?measured advantageous] approach to the coal laying beyond the Lady Pit rise troubles - then by putting
over them from that pits workings as now contemplated.
5th Clause - Notwithstanding the very low rate of wages paid throughout the colliery labour, the extent of
the establishment is too weighty for the limited quantum of vend, but such limitation does not appear to

me altogether occasioned by want of powers to work, but rather a deficiency of quality and
encouragement to the Traders; I therefore again beg to recommend more attention to these points as
embracing the chief means of lightening charges and producing profit.
2nd Harrington Colliery
As my view Minutes contain almost every thing I have to say upon this part of the property, my
observations shall
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be few: suffice it to say that abundance of coal yet remains to be worked, but being of a quality inferior to
that of Whitehaven or Workington commands but a very limited sale. The present pits are old, and their
economy both above and below ground rude and unimproved, most especially the waggon way and
waggons, but unless a considerable sum of money was agreed to be expended, and means taken to
command a more extensive sale, it would scarcely be wise to derange any part of the present
establishment, especially until measures of improvement were experimented upon at the more important
station of Workington. The Harbour is I understand capable of much improvement, and quite well adapted
for shipping coals extensively and as both it and the property around, belongs to the family it seems
certainly to call for some improving consideration.
Lowca Pit
There is now not the slightest doubt that the water in this pit is connected with the sea as it ebbs and flows
every tide. I would therefore not for a moment think of advising any attempt to make this a working pit in
the main band seam, but as the shaft, heapstead, waggon way and gig, are complete, I do not see why this
should not become a working pit for the 4 feet and Udale seams, The four feet seam is above water mark
and it occurs to me that the Udale seam, although 27 fathoms under water, may also be commanded by
filling up the shaft and lower belt of pumps with clay to the extend of 12 or 15 fathoms, so as to stop the
sea communication as noticed in my view remarks; but until the present coal is exhausted or some
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Increased quantity wanted beyond present anticipation it is not worth while expending any money upon
this pit; although in the event of a new beginning here, sundry improvements might be adopted scarcely
worth while altering present arrangements for. I have no doubt that an extensive main band colliery may
be won between here and the Lowca Iron works, where the crop parts of it have been wrought in former
times, but until something is determined regarding the dip winning of Workington, I think any
consideration here would be premature. I am not aware of any topic having been omitted which was
worth adverting to as much of the detail of these matters must necessarily depend on the execution and
superintending agency but I shall be most happy to answer any special question which may occur upon a
perusal of this Report.
I remain, Sir, Your Obedient Servant Matthias Dunn.
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Newcastle upon Tyne, March 1833.

Report - Mostyn Colliery
Having now paid the second visit to these collieries and become pretty intimately acquainted with their
general circumstances, I take the earliest opportunity of reporting to the proprietor, the result of my
observations as well as my opinion upon some of the leading principles of carrying them on, so far as
regards the Lessor. As the collieries are now under Lease to the Messrs Eyton, 16 years of which are
unexpired, they naturally pursue their own plan of management, upon which I am not called upon to give
any opinion, except as before observed where such system may trench upon the permanent safety or
produce of the miner. A very voluminous account of this coal field was compiled in the Year by Mr.
Farey from which and other evidence it appears that a series of lower seams exist and I have every reason
to believe that to the south of the Mansion House, the stratification assumed a much flatter formation.
That part of the coal field at present open, contained the following abundant suite of seams, viz:

In Marsk Pit
Main

Fathoms

5 yards down

Further

Ditto

3 ditto

Rhewl Pit Strata
Further

Ditto

2 yards down

Ditto

Ditto

Durbog

Ditto

Ditto

Stone Coal
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The present Colliery is very much interrupted by slips or bars, downcasts to the West, running nearly in a
North and South direction and occurring upon the average at every 100 yards. The coal lies at an
inclination of one in three rising to the Westward which would very quickly terminate this coal field, but for
the rising ground and the said countervailing slip Dykes. The workings in the upper beds are of great
antiquity, and of which there is scarcely any record, but the modern colliery is very well understood it
consists of four working pits viz:
1
Rhewl pit
2
Thomas pit
3
Roger pit
4
Marsh pit
The Rhewl pit situate near the village of Mostyn and adjoining to the boundary of M. Pennant has been
(under an agreement made in 1830) sunk to the depth of
fathoms, from the bottom of which a
horizontal stone drift is run out towards the dip to work a portion of stone coal seam left between the old
workings and the adjoining bar, which mode of gaining coal in seams so much inclining as these will be best
understood by referring to the annexed profile of Marsh pit. This pit is also working patches of the three
yard and five yard coal seams and although it has been many years in work and has exhausted most of the
upper beds, yet from the assisted [?] quantity raising, it may continue for several years to come. All the
produce of this pit is sold to the country, the common coal bring from to per Ton and the cannel per ton
same measure. During the last year some of the coal from the neighbouring Lands of M. Pennant has been
brought to this shaft by outstroke, but it is now exhausted.
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Thomas Pit 50 fathoms is working a tract of 2 yard coal formerly left off at a bar is now ascertained to have
been of little importance, but in order to ascertain this coal the Lessees have had to open a horse road
through the old workings for 300 yards; other bars seem to interrupt their explorations and therefore it is
uncertain to what extent the coal may continue workable in the present tract. The workings are awaiting a
communication from the Roger Pit both for air and conveying the coals as that pit is much better adapted
for the better purpose. Roger Pit at 50 fathoms is working the Durbog seam: the workings in this seam had
extended for 1300 yards under the bed of the River Dee, where they are said to have fallen in with a great
many troubles, and a good deal of bad coal; and in course of working to the rise had approached so near
the surface as to induce a communication with the bed of the River and a temporary drowning up of the
colliery, during which nearly the whole of these workings crept and rose together. The present Lessees
have reopened these old workings and during several years past have been working away the remaining
pillars, which although small and considerably crushed yet from their excellent quality pay very well. At 22
fathoms from surface in this pit, a stone mine has been driven out 75 yards and cut the 2 yard coal at face
of old rise workings where it is found almost quite flat and in very good perfection; are now drilling on
towards Thomas Pit workings in order to ventilate them of which there is great need, as there is scarcely as
much atmosphere air as will enable a candle to burn. These workings are now approaching a most
interesting district of coal field and where I feel strongly of opinion
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that all the seams will be found nearly flat; I would therefore strongly advise the Lessees strongly to push
their investigation on as speedily as possible, for should such prognostication prove correct this will be the
most valuable district in the property. The mode of working this two yard coal is to drive the excavations 4
yards wide, leaving the pillars only 2 or 3 yards thick and about 8 yards long, now the coal here being flat
and the workings likely to be pretty extensive, I am of opinion that if no stronger walls than these are left
that a creep will ensue and which would not only destroy the pillars but interrupt the progress of the
exploration. I should therefore recommend for the time being the pillars shall not be left less than 4 yards
by 20 and the excavations as at present; the effect will be the certainty of avoiding interruption and the
better preservation of the pillar coal, until the time of returning to take it away. This part of the colliery
being insulated by a succession of bars or dykes from the Marsh Pit workings is drained by an engine near
the Thomas pit which pumps from the two yard seam; but as the linkage from the River Dee is long since
stopped, the water is commendable enough, but the engine works about 18 hours per day. The hard five
quarter seam was sunk to in this pit at 12 fathoms below the stone coal, but scarcely at all wrought, it is
said to be very good and 4 feet thick. The stratification in this part of the colliery contains the most
abundant succession of iron stone layers and as I have no doubt of many of the varieties of coal being
found well adapted for smelting; and as limestone can be had at the distance of a very few miles and even
brought in at a cheap rate as ballast, it is difficult to conceive a place more favourable for the cheap
manufacturing of iron.
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And whilst upon this subject I will take occasion also to mention the advantage that would accrue in the
establishment of both lime burning and the making of fire bricks for I perceive that plenty of good fire clay
can be had at the most trifling expense. The Marsh Pit establishment was completed by the Messrs. Eyton
to the five yard seam in August 1829 under their new Lease. The coal beds in this pit lie quite as steep as in
any other part of the colliery (about 1 in 3) therefore in order to gain field of coal, the sinking and
horizontal drifting together have now command of all the different seams as shown in the accompanying
profile. The Level a was expected to have cut the Durbog seam but in consequence of a rise trouble to it
has thrown in the stone coal, it is proposed to continue forward this drift for the purpose of exploring the
lower seams. The chief workings in this pit are made in the five yard coal in which seam in the month of
November last, holed into the old workings at the distance of 70 yards which were drowned to a
considerable extent, but fortunately did no damage. The leading places in the five yard seam have now
extended about 400 yards under the River Dee, and the working to rise are 60 or 70 yards up, nearly all the
excavations are made 5 yards wide, leaving the principle pillars 5 yards by 12 yards; by this mode of
working 11/17ths of the mine are carried away by the first workings, trusting to the remainder for bearing
up the roof until the furthest extent of coal shall have been brought home.
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Now as the ulterior object is to work the away such parts of these pillars as may be consistent with safety
as to letting down water, I consider it of the very highest importance both to the Lessor and Lessees that
these preparatory workings should be kept abundantly strong to ensure that object, which I do not think
they are at present. I should therefore advise that the working places in no case exceed 5 yards in width,
and that the pillars be kept containing no less than 100 square yards, the form being varied according to
the most convenient fashion, viz either 5 by 20, 6 by 16 or 7 by 14. With regard to the water of the Dee, I
do not think that any apprehension need be entertained as to that whilst there is a stratum of 14 or 15
fathoms upon the coal, but the working of the pillars so near the surface might require deliberation; at the
same time considering the great body of mud or clay which overlies the rock within the flowing of the Dee,
I do not think any ordinary brach would be attended with very fatal consequences; upon the whole this
part of the colliery is wearing into a very commanding and profitable position and in justice to the Lessees
they seem to spare no pains in pushing to the utmost their workings and trade. The missing of the Durbog
has occasioned a temporary disappointment as it is so superior for hardness and durability to any of the
others, but I have no doubt of it being there and attainable by another drift. The water in this part of the
colliery continues very uniform and is commanded by a single powered B and Watt’s Engine whose cylinder

is 70 inches. The shaft is fitted up with 2 columns of pumps, the low one a lifting belt of 24 yards long and
13 inches diameter
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the upper a forcing belt of 75 yards long and 17 inches diameter. As the Marsh Pit is situate about 12
fathoms under surface level of the Thomas Pit and as it will be upwards of 60 fathoms to the two yard coal,
it may easily be appreciated what a very great command will be attained over the whole of the remaining
coal field, which promises an abundant supply for long after the expiration of the present lease. But this
fact does but the more strongly impress upon my mind the necessity of keeping the preparatory workings
strong beyond the chance of interruption. With regard to levying the rent viz 1/8th part of the amount
sales at the pit, the Lessees maintain that they are entitled to claim a drawback upon the coals tended at
Dublin, Liverpool, etc by way of Agency, and at reduced prices: now as this would subject the agent of Mr.
Mostyn to a very disagreeable investigation, and should recommend the Lease to be minutely examined
upon this point, to ascertain what the obligation is, were an allowance called for as reasonable from the
Lessor, I should not hesitate to advise it, but I do think from the present state of matters at the colliery, that
without any allowance they will get a good return. I find that during the last half year, the coals have after
the allowance claimed, averaged 7s/6d per ton of 21cwt. The argument used is, that the pushing of such
trade tends to the interest of Mr. Mostyn and so it does, but the difference of rent with or without the
allowance would not deter the Lessees from extending their sales. The Dock and Canal are in the way of
improvement, but I cannot help observing at the close of my observations, how very advantageously a
steam towing vessel might
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be here employed, for with that and a spirited working, Mostyn would be enabled to take one of the most
prominent positions as an exporting place for coals as any in this part of the country. I am not aware of any
additional points of observation, but I would be happy to attend to any suggestions that may occur.
I remain, Sir, your Obedient Servant, Matthias Dunn.
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Newcastle, April 1833.

Report - Dee Green in Flint
The several properties now working by this and the adjoining Collieries are very much intermixed and in
very small holdings, so that it is difficult to find any considerable tract belonging to one person lying
together, the largest plot however in the neighbourhood belongs to the Right Honorable Lord Mostyn and
consists of about 11 acres and it is that part which is now sought in Lease by the Messrs. Eyton. The
following section shows the coal seams and their positions throughout this neighbourhood taken at the
Ralltgoch Pit.
Thickness
Fathoms 30 from surface

2 yard coal - said to be of a very inferior nature

6.0

Further 10 - ditto

5 feet coal - also inferior

5.0

Ditto 15 - ditto

4 feet oil now working extensively and esteemed a
very good coal

3.6

55
Ditto 12

Low 4 feet coal, never yet sunk to in this colliery, but
working in the adjoining colliery in Sir Thos.
Hanmer’s property

3.10

67

The third seam in this series appears to be the chief object of the Messrs. Eyton. In the working of these
respective royalties, there seems hitherto to have been little attention paid to the usual fees or
acknowledgements due to one proprietor in affording facilitates for working the property of another,
consisting of one or more of the following privileges
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1st - Outstroke rent for conveying underground the coals from one property to that of another.
2nd - Shaft rent upon coals taken from the property and drawn up the shaft situate in another.
3rd - Wayleave rent for the privilege of leading such coals over the surface of another.
Where the properties are small and very much intermingled these rights are not infrequently waived, but in
the present case, Lord Mostyn being possessed of the largest tract, and upon which the chief establishment
is intended to be made, he is entitled to a consideration as above stated. The present Lease held by the
Messrs. Eyton has yet 5 years to run and a great deal of discussion has taken place with them regarding the
Terms of a new Lease but about which they do not seem to have made up their minds; the particulars are
with Mr. Sisson, but the chief conditions offered to them may be shortly stated as follows:
1st Term 26 years from May Day next. 2nd Certain rent £500 per annum. 3rd or a Tonnage rent at the
option of landsale of 1/9th the amount sales at Harbour. 4th Outstroke rent upon all coals taken from
other properties and drawn at the pits in Lord Mostyn’s land 3d. per ton. 5th For all ironstone wrought out
of landsale …. per ton. Now a difficult has started with regard to the ascertainment of the amount sales
owing to a certain part of these coals being shipped on the proprietors account
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and conveyed to Agents at Dublin and other places, the proceeds of which are subject to a variety of
drawbacks and the Messrs. Eyton claim an allowance upon the account. It is easy to foresee the difficulties
in which Lord Mostyn’s agents will perpetually be placed in going through these statements, many of them
mixed up with the Mostyn colliery accounts and other transactions, and I therefore should strongly urge
that the said sales should be calculated at the rate of the bona fide selling price of the coals at the Harbour,
the difference will amount to very little but especially I think it would simplify the statement of the
accounts. The coal at present in work is bringing from a very expensive distance underground, and it is

obviously the interest of the Messrs. Eyton to conclude a bargain, but they seem any thing but decisive
upon the matter, and more over aiming at a monopoly. At Mr. Sissons’s suggestion I inspected the Pit and
workings of the adjoining colliery of Dee Green; and find that the shaft itself is situate in Lord Mostyn’s
grounds, but the coal is working from the property of Sir Thomas Hanmer formerly belonging to the Crown.
Now according to the premises above explained Lord Mostyn
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is entitled to payment for affording such facility and under all circumstances, I think it ought not to be less
than 4d per ton of 21cwt upon all coals so conveyed up Lord Mostyn’s pit; and the Lessees should be
required to yield proper accounts of quality half yearly; the communicating of the two collieries without
leave is a breach of law. The mixed state of these lands the many and conflicting interests of the workers of
the mines, render it of the very highest importance to the proprietors, that a general plan of the properties
should be formed, exhibiting the respective workings therein, for wanting such a document the yielding of
fair accounts is next to impossible, and every opportunity is afforded of either evading rents or
misappropriating them.
I remain, Sir, Your Obedient Servant, Matthias Dunn.
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Edinburgh, July 23rd, 1833.
We the undersigned having been appointed arbiters in a dispute between Sir John Hope, Baronet, and the
most noble the Marquis of Abercorn, touching the right of the former to give up the Lease of certain coal
mines held by him under the Brunstone Grounds and he founding his intention on a clause in the Lease to
the following effect
“By which Lease it is declared that in the event of the aforesaid seams of coal thereby let, being wrought
out or exhausted before the expiry of the aforesaid period of ten years, or if the same shall become
unworkable by reason of foul coal trouble or slips or if the growth of water to etc, the said Sir John Hope or
his foresaids shall be entitled to relinquish the said Lease in manner aforesaid “.
Now having examined the state of the mine in reference to the above clause we are of opinion that
although a range of inferior oil pervades the present workings, yet sufficient grounds have not been
exhibited to warrant a surrender of the Lease, in as much as there is a very small proportion of the area yet
explored - but as the fact of the quality of the coal and roof may be ascertained at a very trifling expense,
we think it incumbent on the Lessee to ascertain it by driving one or more drifts in the direction of the old
sea levels as marked upon the plan, the result of which will provide the real state of the main body of the
mine, and enable a correct judgement to be formed as to how far the same may be wrought to profit or to
the fulfilment of the intentions of the parties at the taking of the Lease.
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We are further of opinion that if proper exertions were used, such explorations may be accomplished
across the whole field of coal before the next term of payment of the fixed rent - viz November.
Matthias Dunn.
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Edinburgh, December 12th 1833.
Minute for Mr Griers information as to the state of the case at Craighall and Brunstone Collieries Viz:
There is a Clause in Sir John Hope’s Lease empowering him to give up the coal held of the Marquis of
Abercorn upon the same being declared by disinterested referees unworkable to provide, and Sir J Hope
wishes to avail himself of such clause, because of the workings becoming intersected by a range of bad coal
etc. When Mr Marshall and I met upon this business on the 23rd July last, he decided that there was not
sufficient evidence whereupon to judge and I suggested that a pair of exploring drifts should be put forth
for the length of 30 or 60 yards or until they proved bad coal. Mr Marshall would not consent to so
considerable a trial, but agreed protempore that two drifts 20 yards or so asunder should be driven directly

across the said bad coal, and that afterwards we might exercise our discretion as to how much further they
might be extended. Accordingly trials were made under the directions of Mrs Grieve (Sir J Hope’s Viewer)
and in October we were told they were completed, however it being highly inconvenient for me to hold any
inspection then. On the 23rd October, I wrote Mr Marshall asking him to consent to a further extension of
the drifts, intimating that I would not feel myself justified in condemning so large a field of coal upon such
limited trial, however we did not acquiesce.
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Matters therefore have remained in that state till our inspection of the 10th instant, a minute of which is
committed by the Clerk, and at the actual state of the explorations may be matter of consequences to Mr
Grier, I beg here to describe how we found them.
The Northernmost one was begun in a part of the old workings forming a line from A to B about North
West, and on admeasurement I found the line of drift as follows
from a to c North 56 West 13 yards
from c to d North 10 West 13 yards
After the above inspection and in conference with Mr. Williamson this day I expressed myself dissatisfied
with the trials and proposed that they should be resumed, or that the coal should be declared workable to
profit. On the contrary Mr. Williamson was of opinion that enough had been done by the Lessee and
contended that there was already good ground for declaring the coal unworkable to provide, it is therefore
under these circumstances that you are called upon to say whether as a practical man you will undertake to
exonerate the Lessees from the provisions of their Lease. Now I submit that the first of these trials has not
only fallen short of the interim directions of Mr Williamson and me, but independent of that, I contend and
I beg to call Mr. Griers attention especially to this point that it has even proved the coal to be good, its
regular height and in fact more free from bad coal that might have been expected under the circumstances
of the case. The other trial, if trial it can be called, has been made at
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the distance of 40 yards south, but seems merely to consist of a piece of long wall working being carried on
further than the rest a few yards, but from what I can make out from inspection even there the coal is
becoming good. The roads to these explorations present a very inconvenient access and are withall so
badly aired that a candle will scarcely burn in them. With the above prefatory remarks I submit to Mr. Grier
on the part of Lord Abercorn, the following propositions
1st - That the casual intervention of a strip of coal such even as described on their own plan is not sufficient
grounds for declaring the tract of coal yet remaining unworkable to profit.
2nd - That it is the bounden duty of the Lessee to exhibit clear evidence that the main body of the coal in
question is so circumstanced as that a reasonable outlet of money would not bring back fair return, or that
the general circumstances of the mine are virtually and materially wanting in the profitable principle.
3rd - Therefore I contend that It is incumbent on Lessee to have run a pair of drifts up through something
like half the tract in question, and on proving that the main body was similarly circumstanced with the
range of bad coal (even as marked on the Lessees own plan) then I admit would have been strong grounds.
4th - Owing to the backwardness of the Lessees and their arbitrator in prosecuting the said experiment, I
contend that it is (coupled with the evidence of personal inspection) proof that the body of coal beyond the
present line of demarcation is good, it is well worthy the consideration in the Lease.
Matthias Dunn.
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Notes by the Arbitor in the submission between the Earl of Minto and Lord Dundas etc
The Arbitor having resumed consideration of this case with the Report of Mr. Dunn, objections thereto, and
of the observations and answers of the several parties, and having heard the agents for the parties in
presence of Mr Dunn the Reporter, whose views on the different matters in dispute the Arbitor has
ascertained, he has come to the following opinion.

1st - He adheres to the Report of Mr. Dunn as to the quantity of coal computed to have been raised by the
Packsman under Lord Dundas from the whole colliery wrought by Walkinshaw as consisting in part of the
minerals belonging properly to Lord Dundas and partly of those reserved by Mr. Lyme, since sold to Lord
Minto. 2nd - In order to simplify and render the calculations of price more agreeable to the measures
actually used in that district of the country, the Arbitor is of opinion that the gross quantity computed by
Mr. Dunn is tons should be converted into loads at the rate of 31/2 carts to each load, according to which,
the gross output from the whole colliery, as calculated by Dr. Dunn, would stand thus
Loads
Great coal

80,000

Shew coal

30474

Small coal

342

3rd - After hearing the parties at great length as to prices
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the Arbitor is of opinion that the following prices ought to be fixed on the coal of the respective qualities
before mentioned, viz 9d. per load for the great coal, 6d. per load for the chews, and 2d. per load for the
small coal: and estimating of loads of the weight before specified to be in each ton, the price now proposed
to be fixed is, for each ton of great coal weighting 241/2 cwt 5s. 3d. for each ton of chews of the same
weight 3s. 6d; and for each ton of small coals 1s. 2d. 4th - The Arbitor, on conferring with Mr. Dunn, and
hearing parties, adheres to that part of Mr. Dunn’s first report, in which he finds that 1/10th of the gross
output by Walkinshaw should be held as raised from Lord Dundas’ own Lands, from which of course neither
Lord into nor Mr. Lyme can claim any lordship. 5th - Upon the preceding grounds, the Lordship or
compensation claimed by the Landlord from the whole colliery from the operations complained of will
stand as follows:
Gross Output

80,000 loads of great coal at 9d.
30,474 - ditto - chew - ditto - at 6d.
343 - ditto - small - ditto - at 2d.

£

S

D

3300

0

0

761

17

0

2

17

0

£4264

14

0

Deduct
1/10th as raised from Lord Dundas own property

of which balance 1/7th is Lordship

426

9 43/4

£3838

4 71/4

£548

6 41/2

6th - The Arbitor is of opinion that the compensation allowed by Mr. Dunn in his Report, for the benefit
got by Lord Dundas or his Tenant from the Level in so far as it
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was used for Lord Dundas own coal is a just and adequate compensation; and therefore to the sum stated
in the preceding article, will fall to be added the water course rent, specified in Mr. Dunn’s Report, on 1900

tons at 2d. per ton being £15.16s.8d. 7th - With respect to the future use of, or right to the level, the
Arbitor by consent of both parties proposed to find that as Lord Dundas had no prospect of using the same
again at any early period the future right to the same has not at present been discussed, but that it shall be
reserved to Lord Dundas and his successors to claim the same, and to the Earl of Minto and his successors
to object thereto upon such legal grounds and pleas as may be deemed competent to either party, in the
same manner as if this submission had not been entered into. The Arbiter appoints the clerk to make out a
Draft of a decree Arbitral giving effect to the preceding findings, which will be extended and executed
within ten days unless some material error be pointed out by the parties, as to which he will hear them viva
voce.
(Signed) John Cunningham.
Edinburgh 13th December 1833.
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Edinburgh 31st Dec, 1833.
Sir. The commissioners of Mr. Dewar of Vogrie, who is presently abroad, are desirous to have your opinion
and advice with regard to the coal upon his estate of Vogrie in this county, presently let in Lease to Mr.
James Landers. As I understand you have been in that neighbourhood you will probably have some
knowledge of the situation of the coal. It is about 11 miles from Edinburgh near Husee [?Husse] Bridge on
the Carlisle Road. The Commissioners wish your opinion, 1st - On the state of the present workings with
reference to Mr. Lander’s lease. 2nd - The probable extend of the level free coal. 3rd - The extent of the
lower seams and the most adviseable way of working the coal. Lastly, In general to have your advise
regarding the most beneficial mode of managing the coal for the interest of the proprietor and to give a
sketch or plan of the coal field and workings. With a view to the above information, I am requested by the
other commissioners to apply to you, to know whether you could consistently with your own avocations,
undertake to give the information required when you could do so? And what your professional charge and
expenses would be. If it is in your power to report upon the above, it would be necessary that I should see
you here before going to Vogrie: requesting to hear from you, I am Sir,
Your most Obedient Servant,
Hugh Watson, W.S
No. 1 Charlotte Square.
Matthias Dunn, Esq.
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Edinburgh, Mound Place, January 21st, 1834.
Dear Sir, I was duly favoured with your letter of the 7th current, and have to apologise for not sooner
replying to it; but I have been so very much occupied with other matters of late that it has real[l]y been out
of my power doing so. Mr. Grier having fixed Tuesday the 24th December for a meeting at Musselburgh,
the parties accordingly met there on that day. Mr. Grier brought a great vast [?] of witnesses with him for
examination, three were examined by Mr. Grier, more to please Mr. Grier than on his own account as he
stated that the perusal of the submission and of your minute, together with Mr. Williamson's admissions
were sufficient to convince him that Sir John was entitled to relinquish the Lease. It was urged that the
occurrence of a slip of hitchedy coal could not be sufficient ground to get rid of the Lease and that the
Tenant should prove that the main body of the coal was in an inferior quality. Mr. Grier however seemed
to consider that the John had done more than what was recognised by the terms of the Lease to provide
the coal; that the circumstance contemplated in the Lease had occurred and that the field was no longer
workable to profit. Upon this view of the matter he made out a draft report at considerable length to
which Mr. Wright intends giving in objections in a day or two. Mr. Grier of course agrees completely with
the proposed award and calls it manly, candid and straightforward. This stands the matter at present, and
unless Mr.
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Wright’s objections or observations allow Mr. Grier’s opinion, the decision will be written out after the 25th
of this month. Mr. Wright’s paper has been prepared from Mr. Williamson’s notes on the Draft Report and
with the aid of your minute. I did not see Mr. Grier here on the 8th.
I remain, Dear Sir, Yours truly,
H.G. Wright.
To, Matthias Dunn, Esquire.

[NEIMME FOR/1/15[36]
Byker, 3rd February, 1834.
Dear Sir, Heaton Colliery having in common with many other concerns lost a large sum of money last year
and a great fear being entertained by some of the owners that a similar loss may be suffered hereafter. I
have as one of the owners of the colliery to request you will make a full and minute investigation into every
part of the concern, as well the above-ground as the under-ground proceedings and likewise to the sales of
coals - for which purpose you will have at your disposal every information you may require and full access
to the recent accounts of the colliery. You will please as soon as convenient to give your individual Report
and state your opinions as to the future carrying on of the concerns of Heaton, Longbenton and Bigges
Main, and please to give estimates of the expense of putting the coals on board of ship last year and your
opinion as to the probably cost on this and the following years by following any course of management you
may recommend. Please likewise to give your opinion as to the best mode of winning Bigges Main and its
cost, and of the probably cost of putting the coals on board of ship.
I am, Dear Sir, Your Obedient Servant,
Robert Johnson.
To: Matthias Dunn, Esquire
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February 6th, 1834.
Resolutions of Heaton Owners
That the following gentlemen, viz Mr. N. Wood, Mr. M. Dunn, and Mr. Thomas Forster, be requested to
view the colliery in all its departments and to give separate reports as to the present system of
management including the salaries of agents and every other kind of expenditure, with their opinions as to
the future management of the colliery, and that their reports be laid before Mr. Johnson in the first
instance and then that these reports together with Mr. Johnson’s observations thereon, be laid before Mr.
Buddle for his opinion and report upon the whole and that the parties named be requested to state in their
reports their opinion of the cost price of producing the coal from Bigges Main Colliery when it shall be won,
as well as the mode and expense of winning it and that the reports be obtained within a month from this
date if possible and that a meeting of the Company be summoned as soon as the reports are obtained.
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Newcastle March 1834.
Report - Heaton Colliery and its appendages
Were I called upon singly to report upon the various subjects contained in the requisition hereto amended,
I should feel it a case of difficulty, but when I consider that the subject is also to be investigated by other
professional gentlemen well qualified for the task, and who will correct any misconception I may entertain,
this responsibility is lightened. I shall therefore without further preface proceed to detail the result of my
observations upon the present state of the collieries and also my opinion as to the best course of
management for the future. The introductory minutes will serve to explain some of the minor points not
necessary to embody in the report.

- Present state of the Collieries 1st. Since the month of August last the D pit alone has been working coals, averaging (double shift) about
800 xx [quantity] of 20 Peck covers per fortnight for the purpose of exhausting the remaining pillars in
Heaton and the Spanish Closes, so as to be enabled to vacate those leases and their heavy certain charges
against May 1835, the western working have already receded very much and are now prosecuting at the
distance of yards from the shaft in a sett of pillars partly modern and partly ancient. The old pillars being
much crushed naturally produce a great proportion of small coal, and also require a great deal of shift work
and timber, but these expenses will gradually abate as the working retire towards the shaft. A small
proportion of coal is also working to the North East
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of shaft, with a view of forming a water communication with the workings of Benton put so as to render
this engine applicable (if required) to the drawing of Benton water, but the result of this intention is
questionable. The engine upon this shaft is a double powered cylinder 54 inches diameter, pumping all at
one end partly with 17 inch pumps made up with double columns of 13 inch pumps. The engine with a 61/2
feet stroke has upon the average 61/2 strokes per minute day and night. The screens are partly sloping and
partly flat, half inch wide the entire height of heapstead being under 12 feet is not only against the
economy of labour, but also tends in my opinion to an increased breakage of coals by requiring a great deal
of shovelling work. The shorts due upon these properties from Pulliene and Partners are now about £3000.
2nd Benton pit
This pit is completely laid open to an extensive field of coal, at present lying in reserve; the Rolley ways and
workings are in such state as could in a very few days resume full coal work. The royalties attached to this
establishment are those of Longbenton and Baliol College, bounded by Heaton. Bigges Main and the main
dyke in all about 300 acres yet unwrought, the whole coal over all this tract is wrought away but the pillars
averaging 20 years by 6 yards are in a very favourable condition for working and may produce on a rough
estimate from 250 to 300,000 chaldrons of ship coals; the Rolley ways are so level that one horse conveys
8 corves throughout. The pumping engine has an open topped cylinder 72 inches diameter with air pump
and condenser, but capable of being made double powered at a moderate expense; the pumps are 13
inches
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diameter with an 8 feet stroke, the water requires about 10 strokes per minute for 9 hours in the day. The
pit is situate contiguous to the Coxlodge waggon way which presents a very favourable route for conveying
the coals to the staith, but owing to some misunderstanding, the produce of this it has always been brought
by the Heaton waggon way to the D pit and thence to the staith at a considerable extra expense. No coals
have been raised here since the D pit was wrought day and night; the shorts upon this part of the property
only amounts to about £750.
3rd Bigges Main
The colliery has now been held at dead rent of £600 per annum during 8 years the accumulation of which
now amounts to about £3000 in addition to which there has been an expenditure of about £4000 in the
building of a winding engine, the laying of waggon way, and the reopening of the C pit to the depth of 30
fathoms where the operations have been rather unexpectedly stopped by water. The pit has been widened
to 121/2 feet with a view of recessing one of the engines from the old colliery at its termination until which
nothing more is intended here. The above without going into unnecessary detail is the general outline of
the colliery property now under consideration, and as no advantage can result from any retrospective
remarks I will shortly state what line of management occurs to me as best calculated to advance the
interests of the Company from henceforth.
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1st D Pit
The principal drawbacks upon the working of this pit are 1st the heavy shifts and waste bills, 2nd the great
proportion of small made and 3rd the lowness of the screens at pit heap.

1st - There must I am aware always be a very considerable quantity of jobbing shift work in so extensive a
tract of crept workings, but I beg to suggest respectfully the experiment of meeting from month to month
by proposal or otherwise the preparing and keeping in order the working parts of the pit. The overmanship
in that case merely comprising the correct inspection and attendance on the men: with regard to the
number of persons employed and their respective wages, it is impossible to lay down any specific rule for
as the workings are gradually approaching the shaft the working charges will naturally decrease.
2nd - The most effective remedy in my opinion for the cost and inconvenience of the vast proportion of
small coals, unavoidably produced from crept workings, is by encouraging the Hewers to stow them away
which is here practiced to a considerable extent, being in many places paid for at the rate of 31/2 corves
stowed for 20 sent to bank. I am not quite aware as to whether this principle is followed up to the very
fullest extend, but I am of opinion that it is one of the most important branches of economy in the
conduction of this colliery. I would therefore recommend the most effectual means to be adopted for
stowing to the greatest possible extent either by hand or by riddling according to the situation of the
workings. Notwithstanding the proportion of small coals stowed underground, I find the deficiency in the
year 1833 to be as
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follows:
Total scores

20,309

42,310 chaldrons

Vend by sea large coals

20309

- Ditto - by land - ditto -

2996

Exclusive of rusty 1839 chaldrons

43,739

23305

19,005 43
100

Of the above 19,005 chaldrons produced only 9700 have been sold, the rest either being consumed by the
colliery or burnt. I also beg to state my opinion that considerable benefit would be derived upon this head
by the adoption of a sett of new screens about 20 feet high with well adapted bars set proportionably
narrower, the advantage of which would not only be a more effectual separation of the dust and
consequent improvement of the coals; but another beneficial effect of such improved screens would be the
saving of labour and breakage; for the new screens might be contrived to pass both round and small coals
into the waggons without any shovelling or apparatus, whereas a great deal of both is required. I am not
unaware of the objection that may be urged on account of the short term of this pit, but notwithstanding
that, I submit that they would amply repay the expense and be easily removed to Benton or Bigges Main
Colliery when no longer wanted here, therefore recommend them to be erected without delay.
2nd Benton Pit
I do not see much to observe regarding this pit as it may be many months before it again resumes coal
work; excepting the Rolley ways which are fitted up with plates of tram way fashion and 18 inch wheels.
This sort of application is considerably inferior to the edge rail with larger wheels, but
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It is questionable how far it would be adviseable [advisable] to make so extensive a change as to remodel
them especially as the Rolley ways are so favourably circumstanced otherwise. The policy of sending these
coals down the Coxlodge waggon way is so self evident that observation is unnecessary. I would not advise
the shifting of this engine to Bigges Main at all, inasmuch as she can be made at a moderate, expense vastly
superior to the D pit engine, and fixed up with larger pumps will completely command all the old colliery
waters during the working of the Benton pit.
3rd Bigges Main

On considering that this property comprises upwards of 300 acres and the great sum of money already
embarked, I think there can be no doubt as to the policy of completing the winning as soon as Heaton and
the Spanish Closes shall have come vacated and which considering the materials already on hand cannot I
think exceed 10,000 or £12,000 including the growing rent which will in the meantime accumulate about
£2000; with regard to the cost of producing the ship coals the Company must be aware that it will vary
according to the ever-changing circumstances of the workings, but forming a judgement by the facts now
so completely developed at Heaton. I am of opinion that with the aid of the great surplus stock and the
reduction of rents that will come in from the old colliery the round coals will be delivered on board of ship
for 18s/- or 19s/- per chaldron.
Recapitulation
In order that I may render myself clearly under
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the principal subjects of remark I will sum up the foregoing observations under the following heads:
1st - To continue working all the colliery sales out of the D pit by the stowing of small coals to obtain the
greatest possible quantity of ship coals during the day time and to economise at Bank by the aid of good
screens. 2nd - To prepare to quit the Heaton and Spanish Closes at May 1835 unless it shall appear that
another full years work of coal shall remain, so as to enable an important working of shorts to be realised.
3rd - To improve and double the power of the Benton engine with a view of eventually fitting it up with 17
or 18 inch pumps so as to command all the old colliery waters. With regard to the wages of the people, I do
not see that they are more than the neighbouring collieries, and as to the number they will naturally
decrease with the diminished wear and tear of the D pit workings; a reduction of the number of people as
well as wear and tear will also I think render a reduction of horses practicable. The coals are vended
exclusively by the Fitting Office without the aid of Brokers; therefore when the coals do not sell they are
freighted to London: during the last year about 14,000 chaldrons have been thus forced off. It is difficult to
say whether better could have been
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made of this department under the imparrelled adversity of the times but I am apt to suppose that should
the trade again become open the coals would realise more money by allowing Brokerage and vending more
to the coast. The Fitting Office rent seems high £63. On anilising [analysing] the accounts of the colliery I
find the bona fide receipts upon round coals during the year 1833 have averaged 17s/6d per chaldron, and
the neat cost exclusive of outlay foreign to the current working 19s/10d leaving 2s/3d per chaldron
deficiency or a loss of about £2600 but as sundry reductions have taken place and will necessarily follow
during the current year the cost price should I think decrease about 1s/- per chaldron. With respect to that
part of the request relative to the agency department and their salaries I must beg leave to decline offering
an opinion inasmuch as the acting proprietors are all gentlemen well conversant with the duties and the
customary remuneration for them.
Matthias Dunn.
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Newcastle June 30th 1834.

Report Kings Pit Colliery
Having during my visit to this colliery in June 1833 been accompanied by Mr. Pulleine and conversed with
him upon the various circumstances of the colliery, I did not think it necessary to render any written report
at that time. But having revisited the colliery during the last month I beg before committing to writing a
short statement of the condition of the colliery and its prospects to transcribe a copy of my original minutes
made upon the spot as general descriptive of matters; adding such observations as have occurred to me
since.
Copy of Minutes from Books 1833 and 1834
As the preceding minutes embrace so much of what would otherwise have composed a formal report, I feel
it necessary to trouble Mr. Pulleine with many additional observations, but a few remarks seem necessary.
The close connection of this colliery with that of Tanhill and its Lessees have proved highly beneficial both

in a mineral point of view and otherwise, for the latter colliery being drained by a surface level has been
enabled to relieve Kings Pit of water at little or no expense; and as the Lessees by holding an interest in
both, as well as the only other competing collieries are enabled to maintain a species of monopoly, the
fruits of which are in good profit to themselves as well as a very liberal rent to the royalty proprietor. The
amount of sales are not found sufficient to cover the
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certain rent quantities out of each royalty but they are regulated proportionably to each. The workings out
of Kings Pit Colliery since the ending of the present Lessees are as follows:
Doz: of 22 curves each

Certain rent quarterly

Shorts

From Nov 1928 to May
1st 1830

1638

4500

2862

Year ending May 12th
1833

3259

4500

1241

Ditto - May 5th 1832

3327

4500

1173

Ditto - May 4th 1833

3405

4500

1005

Ditto - May 1834

3417

4500

1085

The mine has hitherto been wrought by taking away a large proportion of the coal in the first working,
leaving the pillars only a yard or two thick; the consequence of which has been that throughout a great
tract of the old workings, although the highest and better part of the mine, the expense of cleaning for
them has been found more than they are worth. The Lessees have therefore consented to try the effect of
leaving pillars 6 yards broad and 20 to 25 yards long, which will in my opinion have the effect of not only
more completely exhausting the coal but will also tend to produce a larger proportion of round coal during
the working. There is yet a large extent of whole coal remaining in the property which will maintain the
rent for a great many years, although there is every reason to expect that the coal thins and deteriorates
towards the East. The Lessees upon the whole are conducting the work very economically but they might I
think brake more of it by improving their underground arrangements, however, that is a subject that does
not come under the Landlords province.
Matthias Dunn.
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Newcastle June 30th 1834.
Report Mostyn Colliery
Having during my inspection of these collieries during the last monty, committed to paper a series of
minutes upon the present state of the workings and the policy intended to be pursued by the Lessees, I
think it may be most useful to transmit a verbatim copy of them, and confirm my report to such general
observations as I feel called upon to make in addition .
State of Underground Operations
Rhewl Pit. Continuing to work off the old pillars of the Durbog coal, back over to the dip, but not exceeding
two or three tons per day. Since my last visit, a level was driven from the three yard to cut the five yard
seam, but was not successful in finding coal therefore the five yard may be considered as exhausted. The
three yard coal may endure for six or eight months after which the Rhewl Pit will be completely done,
except some fresh adventure is gone into to ascertain, if any, and what coal may exist beyond the great
upcast Bar, for beyond that Bar, no coal in the memory of any person has ever yet been found. The five
yard coal in this pit is fathoms, therefore there is every reason to believe that the ground may contain

some or other of the seams beyond which can only be ascertained within by borings or extending a stone
drift from some of the lowest levels directly towards the rise.
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Thomas Pit
Worked out the two yard coal and was laid in on the 28th October last, since which all the materials have
been withdrawn for there is nothing more to be had from any of the seams ordinarily wrought.
Roger Pit
Has exhausted the South West district of the two yard, and has been continuing to work away to the North,
both from the bottom of shaft and also from the stone drift level used for the said Western part; in the said
lower level are distant from the shaft about 300 yards, and here the rise workings are only yards under
the level of the River Dee, but this is only cutting through the old pillars with a view of attaining the whole
coal, beyond which will be about 300 yards (in all 600 yards) here the new whole coal will be resumed and
will endure for a considerable time, being about 100 yards broad, from dip to rise. The said upper North
workings in this seam are about
yards distant and in the rise workings have only about 20 yards of cover
under the bed of the Dee. The mode of working is by three yard bords and the holings a little less leaving
the pillars about 30 yards by 2 yards, over and above which five yards are left on against the fault and
throughout the whole workings about a foot of top coal is left on. There is reason to believe that the crop
of this coal has been washed by the sea, and that the roof is more gravel than rock, therefore the risk of
letting down water will be considerable
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In pursuing these workings up to the fault although at present they are perfectly dry. This two yard coal
then may produce for several years but for a considerable time to come will be in no condition to raise
quantity. Beyond this fault which is the same that bounds the Rhewl part workings, nothing has been
proved and it remains open for experiment either by boring or drifting to ascertain the fact, as to whether
and what beds of coal exist beyond.
Marsh or Eyton’s Pit
Has just begun to sunk below the ledge of the three yard coal, intended to be continued down to the
Durbog (60 yards) now 20 yards done. The five yard north exploring were carried on to the length of
yards, and workings carried up 40 yards to the rise which coming within yards perpendicular of the bed
of the river, have leaked considerably of salt water and were consequently stopped in October last, the
state of levels are as follows:
Depth to five yard coal

Yards
60

Top of level

7 yards

Yards
7

Rise of ditto

60 ditto

20

27

Leaving

33

Nothing further therefore of late has been done in this district, nor is there any thing further intended. The
workings are 5 yards wide, pillars left 5 yards and the intermediate holings at every 17 yards leaving the
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pillars 12 yards by 5 yards. The water making in this quarter is very uniform, and no fears need be
entertained of any changes happening so long as further working is discontinued. On the south side upon
this level the workings became so troubled, so steep, and so near the old workings that they have been
long since abandoned, even before the north workings were stopped. At the 100 yards level the back mine
has been completed into the five yard coal and the levels extended north 100 yards and south 90 yards,
turning away workings after the same principle as before, viz 5 yard pillars, but the wickets are turned way

out of level 2 yards wide for about 7 yards, at which period they assume the width of 5 yards: the pillars are
very irregular and so are the holings but may be stated at 5 yards by 15 yards. Horses have been
altogether discontinued in these works, and tram ways introduced up sloping roads half dip and half riser;
the full sized baskets are thus conveyed from the foot of the working places; the rise being 1 in 21/2. This
southern district is expected to be very troublesome and short lived, but the northern side will be carried
on for a very great distance as to level, except it runs foul of the great Bar which is seen to cross into the
Dee near the Honest Man. The cross will naturally call for the adoption of horses. At the level of the five
yard coal a back drift intersects the three yard coal in which the levels are extended north 230 yards and
south 160 yards, and workings carried regularly forward to the rise, some of these workings are 50 or 60
yards up and will have no fault to interrupt them between there and surface.
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Also from the shaft level, workings are carrying on north and south but only about half the above distance
extended. These workings are all making upon the following general principle. Wickets 5 yards, holings 2
yards; leaving the pillar 5 yards by 20, but these pillars again are all subject to the slings or slope ways for
bringing down the trams. From the said 100 yard level, the five yard coal is intersected by a stone mine,
length yards, and levels extended to there north 155 yards and south 182 yards. The distance from this
level to the rise fault is about 57 yards. The south side of these workings are much incommoded by bad
coal and troubles and will not be very productive. The whole of this north district has been wrought upon a
new principle, viz: Next the cross or level a 6 yard pillar has been left, and between there and 40 yards
above nearly all the coal has been taken away, only stoops of 2 yards square being left at intervals of 8
yards from each other; the rise of this coal is about 2 feet in 1 yard. The above pillars have proved
sufficient to keep up the roof amongst the workmen, but afterwards falls, and in fact the project has
answered very well; the contractors having wrote this district at a reduced price of about 1s/6d in 60 cwt.
This range of workings will be carried on for a very long distance under the Dee, leaving about 20 yards of
the top part between the goaf and the fault to be taken up by the chain pit now in preparation. From the
upper part of this two yard coal and at a level
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corresponding with the depth of chain pit (78 yards) is sunk a sump to the 100 yard level 20 yards down
which the coal from some of these upper levels and the Durbog trials are let down. From the upper part of
the two yard workings explorations have been carried on through the fault in pursuit of the Durbog between the first two faults about 30 yards of coal have been found clear, and further on again 67 yards to
the fault which bounds the old peoples workings. The lower level of the said Durbog coal will be 78 yards
from surface and will be wrought especially by the new or chain pit near the road. The tract of Durbog may
reasonably be expected to extend a very long way north, excepting the water level line should trend so
much to the rise, as to be interfered with by the River Dee. As to the southern part, not much extent is
looked for undisturbed by troubles.
Section of Durbog : 5 feet clean coals and of the best quality of any coal in this district: it thickens to the
north west to 7 feet. The 100 yard level has been continued till it has cut the stone coal, five quarter, and
20 inch coal; the latter at the distance of 200 yards from shaft, this is the lowest seam known in the district,
and at which point they are now commencing a downward boring but without much hope of success. The
Rhewl pit is 160 yards deep to the Durbog seam, and it is now ascertained by actual levelling that if this 100
yard level were carried forward thither, it would be 3 yards lower than that pit - distance 740 yards from pit
to pit.
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This Rhewl pit will exhaust all the remaining coal in the course of a few months after which she will be
finished for ever, unless some under drifting or boring beyond the great rise fault to the west should be
gone into and from the great depth from surface there is every reason to hope that some or other of the
seams will exist beyond. Prices paid by the Messrs. Eyton’s to underground contractors for hewing and
conveying the coals to the bottom each shaft:
Per ton of 60 cwt

Roger Pit

Two yard coal

7s. 6d.

Rhewl Pit

Five yard coal

7s. 6d. pillars

- Ditto -

Two - ditto -

9s. 0d. - ditto -

Marsh Pit

Five yard, No. Side

6s. 9d.

- Ditto -

- Ditto - So. Side

6s. 9d.

- Ditto -

Three yard coal

5s. 6d.

- Ditto -

Two - ditto -

- Ditto -

Durbog

6s 71/2d.
8s. 0d.

The above comprises the whole expense underground so far as labour goes.
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As considerable confusion prevailed regarding the present state of the Agreement between the Mostyn
family and the Lessees it was judged highly desireable [desirable] that a proper investigation should be
gone through and a settlement made upon that head. Another difficulty also occurred in the mode of
calculating the amount rents upon such coals as were freighted off by the proprietors and sold b Agents at
the different places of sale; it was therefore not without considerable labour that these various matters
were arranged to the satisfaction of all parties and the following minute drawn up and signed as conclusive.
Mostyn Colliery, May 1834
Note of Agreement and Lease
Present Lease begun 1st January 1828.
Term 21 years.
Certain Rent £750 or 1/8th of the amount sales.
Wharfage - upon all coals sold for 8s. 4d. Per ton of 21cwt; or upwards 3d. per ton.
Upon all coals sold for less than 8s. 4d. - 2d. Per ton.
On the 21st September 1830, a new Agreement was entered into, to the following effect:
1st - Certain Rent to be, including Dock dues or Wharfage, £15000 per annum
2nd - Outstroke Rent upon all coals wrought from Mr. Pennants lands 4d. Per ton of 21 cwt
3rd - In case of giving notice 6 months from the above term that the working of Mr. Pennants coal will be
discontinued, then and
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and in that case the certain rent to refer to £750 according to the original Lease.
On the 16th June 1831 a third Agreement was gone into amongst the parties to the following effect:
1st - That Mr. Mostyn was to execute the embankment from the Marsh Pit to the harbour under the
following new arrangement.
2nd - That Messrs. Eyton were to advance £400 towards the expense and maintain it against everything but
sea damage.
3rd - The colliery rents until Mr. Mostyn should be reimbursed his expense were instead of £1500, to be
£2100 unrepentant of any contingency attached to Mr. Pennants coals - it being understood that the said
£600 was only to be taken as applied to redeem the expense of the embankment.
On the 28th September 1833, a notice was given to the effect that at the end of six months the working of
Mr. Pennants coal would be discontinued, ending March 1834.

On revising the accounts it appears that up to May 18th 1831 all accounts were properly closed, both as to
shorts and money. After a great deal of discussion relative to the best way of dealing with the fluctuating
prices of coals sold, the following minute was entered into and signed, May 1834.
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It is mutually agreed in order to avoid the necessity of ascertaining the amount sales of coals sent upon
freight to Dublin and elsewhere: that during the next year such coals shall be taken to have been sold for
5s. 6d. per ton and rent levied accordingly. All cash account are settled up to this time except the colliery
rent, which is yet standing since November. The shorts are all calculated and settled up to November and
admitted to stand due to Lessees ….. £141. 6s. 11d.

Signed: Matthias Dunn
John Sisson
John Eyton
With respect to the general mode of conducting the colliery, the Lessees seem to drive forward their
explorations and to push on their trade with great spirit and with every prospect of establishing themselves
in a profitable and extensive position and in doing so they seem to be desirous of availing themselves of
whatever improvement occurs to them as such. In pursuit of this object they have sunk a pit for the
purpose of working the Durbog seam and are fitting it up with an endless chain for the purpose of drawing
up oblong vessels of sheet iron furnished with fast wheels; the above fitting is done in a substantial and
expensive manner, but is in my opinion no way superior to a good flat rope
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application, it will be some months before this is done, but great advantages are expected to arise from the
common of Durbog seam which is decidedly the best coal in this part of the country. The canal and harbour
of Mostyn altho [although] gradually improving are by no means adequate to provide accommodation to
the expected extension of the trade; for not only deeper water but also an additional loading place will be
of necessity be demanded. I therefore in pursuance of this object took the liberty before leaving to
recommend that a cross embankment should be executed from the present waggon road to the shore
enclosing about 5 or 6 acres and that an additional sluice should be inserted for the purpose of more
effectively sweeping out the harbour, dock and canal. That the main harbour should be deepened at least
two feet by cutting and as the eastern quay ands upon a very unsound foundation, that it should be
substantially underset. The dock when deepened would afford a situation for an additional loading place,
and thus at a very moderate expense accommodation would be afforded to a larger class of vessels and a
much more effective scouring of the harbour and canal ensured. The adoption of a steam boat for towing
up and down the canal in addition to the above would afford scope for a very great increase of tide and
secure the prospects of the works. Too much care cannot be taken in approaching the bed of the Dee with
the rise workings especially for some years to come, for although I do not apprehend that any very
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fatal consequences would ensue unless a thorough working of the pillars were made, yet any considerable
increase of water might occasion a permanent expense in the pumping and tend to inconvenience the
winning and working of the lower seams: however no part of the Marsh Pit will be exposed to any danger
in this regard for a long period to come. Whilst upon the internal state of the colliery, I am sorry to
observe a deficiency in the ventilating process by not having the fresh air carried sufficiently through the
main body of the workings and by trusting too much to chance and the absence of inflammable gas; the
observation is a good deal confirmed by the fact of about 20 persons during the last 12 months having been
burnt more or less several of whom are dead. It is not for me to say how far the practice of letting the
carrying on of these works to the operative people may not interfere with the principles of safety: for it is
notorious to people understanding the subject that the point of safety and danger frequently depend on
the building of a stopping value a few shillings or the keeping of a door value a few pence per day. I am not
unaware that the Agents of the colliery reserve the right of enforcing such precautionary adoptions, but I

am also certain that such trifling savings not infrequently lead to danger and mischief. I have very little
doubt in my own [?mind] that a much more effective current of air might be maintained throughout the
main body of the works and go far to prevent the recurrence of those lamentable accidents. It will be
observed that the ratio of the coals sent outwards upon freight is only fixed for twelve months in order to
ascertain how it may correspond with the fact; at
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The end of which it may be necessary to amend it, but a fixed value would appear absolutely necessary. As
an additional means of keeping up a good understanding and avoiding disputes I shall recommend that a
statement of workings and sales should be made regularly once a fortnight or once a month as best suits
the colliery accounts, specifying the coals sent away on the owners account. In conclusion I beg to repeat
that if the gradual extension of the colliery duly guarded from accidents by fire and water, and supported
by the harbour improvements before suggested, I have no doubt but a lasting and important interest will
be established to both the Lessor and Lessees.
Matthias Dunn.
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Newcastle on Tyne, June 20th, 1834.
Report. Lords of Mold Royalties
Having in the middle of last month in company with Mr. John Sisson inspected a considerable portion of the
coal and iron property belonging to the Lords of Mould and situate in the County of Flint, I shall without
further preface proceed to describe in general terms the present state of matters and throw out such
suggestions as have occurred to me as tending to advantage the said proprietors.
1st Mold Town Colliery
This colliery carried on by a company and managed by one of the party Mr. Isaac, is working out of three
properties, viz: The Lords of Mould, Messrs. Jones, and Cook. As no regular plan of the extent and situation
of these Royalties and the workings thereon were shewn [shown] to us, we did not ascertain the exact
position of each, but we understood that dialings and underground surveys were made from time to time
to ascertain the quantity of coals wrought from each respective Royalty and the accounts stated
accordingly. The principle engine is situate upon the Lords property, but as the sinking intended in that
place was interrupted by gravel and an unexpected flow of water, the pit was given up and a new one sunk
in Mr.
lands distance 400 yards, the pumps being wrought by sliding rods from the said engine,
notwithstanding the above inconvenient distance. In the Mold working pit the coal seams lie as follows:
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Feet

Inches

14 yards from surface

Holland Coal (not good here)

6

0

Further 15

Brassy Coal (also inferior)

3

0

Further 25

Main Coal now working

5

6

Total 54 which is the lowest seam ascertained

This district is much infested with gravel beds, the roof of the coal is brittle and the pavement softish, but
above all the custom of the country has induced the Lessees to work the coal the long wall fashion
according to the drawing and explanation hereto annexed, whereby about one third of the seam is stowed
back as small coal. We had no opportunity of inspecting the lease of this colliery so as to ascertain whether
any precise code of working was thereby instructed, nor is it in general a subject with which the landlord or
his agent either materially interfere or interest themselves taking it for granted that the Lessee is the best
judge of the peculiar circumstances which ought to guide the principle of working. But whilst upon this
subject, I beg to remark that I have often under similar circumstances experienced the ill effects of the

Lessee standing as it were apart and independent of the Lessor; whereas under an unlimited enquiry
alterations of measures mutually advantageous might be suggested, for at the same time that I am inclined
to allow all due weight to local experience, yet a good deal also might be gathered from professional
persons of sound discretion who are in the habit of seeing various principles and their results experimented
upon. The interests of the landlord and tenant in one essential point are alike, via. The procuring of the
greatest quantity of large coal from the mine with the least
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possible expense, for every deviation from this principle, operates both against the landlord and tenant.
Under this feeling I am induced to think that the present longwall mode of working is not the best mode of
procuring large coals inasmuch as the continual crush that is impending, converts a very considerable
proportion of the mine into small coals which would under a different system be large: thereby operating
against the mine proprietor; but without the Lessee would be induced to try the effects of an altered plan it
is unnecessary to extend these remarks further than to state my opinion that a principle might be enacted
more profitable both to the Lords and their tenants. The coal to the northward of working pit is thrown up
to the supposed height of 27 yards which renders that quarter inaccessible without some further operation
of stone drifting or sinking. The output of the mine is divided into three sorts viz.
Large coal which is sold for

7s. 6d. per ton of 20 cwt

Second or chinley coal - ditto -

6s. 4d. - ditto -

Riddled small - ditto -

3s. 10ds. - ditto -

The average daily workings are about 36 tons per day of large and second coal, but being a good deal
crushed by the roof pressure a considerable proportion of small is produced at the pit heap which is
seperated [separated] by hand riddles. There is no regular lease of this department of the Lordship, but I
understand the leading features of the agreement stand as follows:

1st - Quantity of statute acres about
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2nd - Term
years from
2rd - Annual sleeping rent of £ ….. or at the option of Lords part of amount sales at pit.
The winding engine and chains upon the coal pit being considered unsafe the only road to an from the mine
is by the dangerous and inconvenient alternative of perpendicular ladders; them which nothing can be
worse calculated to the safety and efficiency of the colliery. Upon the whole I am of opinion that were this
colliery conducted upon a ore improved and spirited principle it would by cheapening the cost give the
Lessees such a command over their competitors and consequent extension of their sales as would
considerably advance the interests both of lessors and Lessees.
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Argoed Colliery

Feet

Inches

16 yards from surface

Holland Coal (unworkable)

2

0

Further 30 - ditto -

Brassy coal ( - ditto -)

6

0

- Ditto - 40 - ditto -

Main Coal (good)

9

0

Total 86

This colliery leased exclusively from the Lords of Mold is only in preparation with their new sinking, which I
am led to understand has been a limited field field of main coal to depend upon, indeed no certainty about
12 acres. The range of seams it will appear are the same as the Town Colliery, but the main coal in greater
perfection here. The custom of this colliery has been to work as a preparatory measure by stall and room,
reserving the taking away of the pillars for on after consideration the pillars so left
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averaging about 6 yards by 3 yards and the witchess or excavations 41/2 yards wide - taking away in the first
instance about 3/4 of the mine with a view of obtaining the remainder at a future period. This is somewhat
similar to the principle that I would recommend for the working of the Town Colliery, but in both cases I
would leave a much larger proportion of pillars in the preparatory working - other important advantages to
the Lessee would accrue in the lessened consumption of labour and material and the introduction of a
more improved mode of conveying the produce along the mine, and vastly tend to prevent the many
accidents by the accumulation of gas in these premature hollows. This colliery is under lease to Messrs.
Hancock and Company of which there is yet 18 years unexpired.
Certain or sleeping rent £150 per annum or 1/7th the amount sales at pit hill. Rent payable half yearly.
The great coal here sells at 6s. per ton of 21 cwt.
Including my observations upon these collieries I beg to throw out the following recommendations relative
to this property. 1st - It is absolutely necessary to have a general plan of the coal Royalty in each district,
shewing [showing] by whom it is bounded, the extent already under Agreement for Lease and also the
colliery workings in each seam. 2nd - To have regular fortnight returns from each colliery of the amount
workings and sales of each sort of coal and the royalty arising thereon, distinguishing the customary
measures as to the proportion to the statute ton.
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As the properties in this Lordship are very much intermixed, I think it is not unnecessary to remark the
custom before allowing one property to become serviceable to the working of another to provide for a
remuneration: such would accrue in the case of the engine upon the Lords property being made
instrumental to the working of other properties to the rise, but I fancy there is no provision to this effect in
the present arrangement.
Coed Talon Iron Works
Are now employing on with great spirit, three blast furnaces chiefly adapted to the improved principle of
feeding by hot air which is found to save nearly 50 per cent in fuel, as it formerly required nearly six tons of
coal for producing one of iron, whereas three tons are now suffice. These furnaces could if queried
produce one hundred tons of iron per week. The principal market is Liverpool, the pig iron being led in
carts to Kings Ferry on the River Dee and then shipped for Liverpool at an expense if 11s/- or 12s/- per ton
in all. The coal field for the supply of these works is most extensive but curtailed on the east and west by
slip dykes of considerable magnitude and to the south by the outcrop and then the old workings. Although
curtailed in the present explored workings yet the beds of coal may be called unexhaustable as will appear
from the following classification in the engine pit.
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Feet

Inches

At 63 yards from surface

Powel coal unwrought

2

0

Further 3 - ditto -

Two yard coal very little wrought
being sulpherous

5

0

- Ditto - 33 - ditto -

Brassy coal considerably wrought

4

6

- Ditto - 37 - ditto -

Main coal a good deal wrought but a
large field remaining

10

6

136 Total

The main coal is a most productive seam and as it is found not only to work cheaper but also to be more
applicable to the purposes of the furnaces 3/4th of the consumption is drawn from it, the general drawings
of the colliery average about 60 tons per day. The principal beds of iron-stone which supply these works
are situate as follows:- A working between the brassy coal and two yard coal consisting of two beds each
about 21/2 inches thick. The other working bed below lies 11 fathoms below the brassy coal and consists of
one bed of black stone … 9 inches thick and one bed of common ……. 2 inches thick. A great number of
pits are employed working the stone which averages about 8s/- per ton delivered at the works.
Independant of the produce of pig iron upon which the chief rent is levied, a considerable consumption of
coal is carried on in forming coke, melting the pig iron into castings and fitting them up: a considerable sale
of coals is also carried on to the country around, all of which departments are liable to seperate [separate]
rents which I understand to stand as follows: 1st - Rent upon a ton of pig iron consisting of 2430 lbs. when
the actual bona fide sale at the works exceeds £ …… per ton.
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2nd - Upon all pig iron sold for less than £ …… per ton as above the sum of ……. per ton rent.
3rd - For all coals used in the manufacturing from the pig etc. per ton of …. cwt.
4th - For all coals sold to the country …… per ton as above or of amount sales.
Now as these various sources of revenue are closely blended with each other it is of high importance to the
Lords that frequent and accurate returns should be yielded to some common agent whose duty it should be
occasionally to visit the works and acquaint himself with the accuracy of the statements; and here it is but
justice to observe that every pains seems to be taken in actually weighing and putting to account the
particular destination of the coals raised from the works. I scarcely feel myself called upon to make any
remark as to the proportion of coal raised out of any particular seam as I understand that the Lessees have
almost unrestricted power to do that as they please; moreover as the landlords interest is guarded in the
main particular by the rent being made payable upon the amount sales of pig iron, they go along with the
tenants producing the best article and the most extensive sales. I shall conclude by similar suggestions to
those thrown out regarding the collieries of Mold, viz:
1st - To require a regular fortnightly return embracing the
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quantity of coals raised, and how appropriated
By coking for outputs
By consuming in furnaces
By engine and fitting up works
By country sale
By engines and workmen’s fires and other general consumption of the works.
In doing this the collieries tons must be duly ascertained and equated to the standard ton.
2nd - Also the actual sales of pig iron at the respective prices and as the rent is made to fluctuate materially
when the price of iron is under or over £ …. It is highly desirable that some standard principle should be
agreed upon whereby to check that such as taking the quarterly quotations of the respective qualities at
Liverpool, allowing for carriage a fixed price per ton.
3rd - The Lease should be carefully examined as to whether the present mode of ascertainment is correct
and whether any other part is contained in it favourable to the Lords which may have been overlooked. An
Abstract of the Lease also should be provided for ready reference.
4th - It may well be questioned whether it would not serve to satisfy the numerous parties to these
Royalties the a common agent should be appointed to examine the works half yearly to check the accounts
and otherwise overlook the transactions of the Lessees, because by the influence and judicious interference
of the lessors, various improvement might be advanced tending to the preservation of the mines and the
increase of the rents - whereas the Lessees left to themselves may or may
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not avail themselves of the improvements that are constantly going on. Before quitting the subject I may
be pardoned for adverting amongst other important items of colliery management to the article of

ventilation, the absence of a good understanding of which occasions both great expense to the owners and
an unnecessary loss of life and limb to the operatives: a great misapprehension seems to prevail that these
accidents are chiefly occasioned by the inefficiency of the Davy Lamp whereas the lamp is only used in
certain abstract cases, and by far the greater number of lives are lost from the want of proper and practical
precautions in the ventilation of the mines. It has been suggested that the legislation ought to take up the
subject should they ever be induced to do so, and a general inspection of mines by practical men be the
consequences. I have no hesitation in saying that a very great number would be condemned as unsafe, and
unfit wherein to expose human life.
Matthias Dunn.
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Newcastle 15th March, 1832.
My Dear Sir, Mr Harrison of London, and his nephew, the Engineer, called upon me yesterday with a
statement Ia copy of which is on the other side) for the purpose of satisfying me that a rent of even a
shilling was too high. I will thank you to consider it, and hope to see you on Saturday to dinner. I told
Messrs. Harrison that it would have to be submitted to your consideration before I could give any opinion
upon it. By their own shewing they would have 2s. 6d. per fother profit after allowing 1s/- per fother for
rent and 5 per cent interest upon £40,000 - 2s./6d. upon 30,000 others would be £3750, or say in round
numbers £4000 which added to the 5 per cent charges for interest would. Be a profit of £15 per cent. This
would be the case under the assumption that the railway is to be used for the carriage of lime, alone; now
the tonnage upon lead, coal, etc. is estimated at £3000 a year or 71/2 per cent which would make the whole
profit £221/2 per cent upon their capital.
I am, my dear Sir
Yours very sincerely
Armorer Donkin
Matthias Dunn, Esq.
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Annual expense of burning 30,000 others of lime, each fother 10 sacks or 30 bushels and leading the same
to be delivered between Cold Rowley and Medomsley the average distance being 12 miles.
£

S

D

Winning 6d., Breaking 2d., Burning 3d., Leading 1d., = 1s/-

1500

0

0

Rent of couset coal

150

0

0

Working and bring to bank 7,000 tons of coal at 9d.

262

10

0

Leading 7,000 tons of coal 8 miles at 1d.

233

0

0

Wayleaves - Bishop £25, Dean & Chapter £50, Dean £50, Railton £25, Major
Swimburn £50, Baker £25 and to Medomsley £150 = £375 - Poor rates £125 - £500

500

0

0

Leading expenses on 3 inclines

700

0

0

10 miles - 20,000 tons at 3/4 per ton = 71/2d.

625

0

0

Wear and tear of waggons

100

0

0

Keeping 12 miles of road in repair at £30 per mile

360

0

0

Clerks salary at kilns £80 and at depot £80

160

0

0

Repairs to kilns and other buildings

100

0

0

£

4690

10

0

Interest on £40,000 2000

0

0

6690

10

0

S

4690
2999

10 Divided between 30,000 fothers =
9 Instant.

- ditto - =

3s. 01/3d. per fother
1s. 4d.

If sold at 8s./-

4s. 41/2d leaves 3s.71/2d. profit after paying
interest

Mr Rippons rent

1s. 0d.
2.s 71/2d.

Filling carts at Medomsley etc.

0s.11/2d.
2s. 6d.
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Mr. Harrisons estimate of the railway:
Interest of 30,000£

1500

Establishment Clerk

100

Repairs of road

200

Incline engine

300

Self acting incline

200

Waggons

100

Depot expenses

50
24500

Lime

20000

Coal

20000

2430

Lead

10000

20

50000

Cost of Lime

49000 1s/- per ton leading

s

d

Coals leading

41/2

Winning lime

31/2

Breaking

11/2

Leading

01/2

Burning

3
1

0

Fuel for rail way

7
Cost

To be sold at

1

7

5 0 at Kiln
Profit

3

5
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Estimated result of speculation
£

20000 tons Lime

3s/-

3000

20,000 profit on leading

2s/-

2000

15,000 coal for the country

2s/-

15000

Present cost coal Stanhope

6s/-

Proposed to sell at

3s/3

Leading

1

10,000 leading at

2

1000
£7,500

Rail way leading through 10 miles.
Bishop of Durham, Dean & Chapter, Major Swinburne-Gibson, Dean of Durham, Geo. Baker, Crook,
Medomsley, Smith.
Estimate of expense of laying 12 miles of rail way from Stanhope to Medomsley, comprising 2 drawing
engines, 2 locomotive engines and 1 inclined plane - 1 mile.
Cutting and banking

500

Rails, mallea. 34lb, 68lb = 6 ton at 10s. 6d.

560

Add for sidings and offsets 1/6th

93

Pedestals 1s. 6d., stone 1s/-, and iron pins etc.

264

- Ditto - 1s. 6d.

44

Fencing 3s. 6d.

132

Laying and ballasting 1/6th

132

- ditto - 1s. 6d.

22
1747

say £1800
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£
12 miles at 1800£

21,600

2 stationary engines with apparatus

3,000

2 locomotive engines

1000

Incline and apparatus

250

80 waggons

15£

1200

6 horses

200

Leading and expenses of various sorts

500

Buildings, depots, weighing machines

2000

Sundries unforeseen

2250
£32,000
Say £30,000
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Norwood Colliery - March 4th, 1834

Minutes during a view of this colliery and its prospects.
Down Isabella Pit 32 fathoms to main coal seam. At 181/2 fathoms 5/4 coal

4 feet

0 inches

Further 14 - fathoms - main coal
Section Carried left on 1ft. 0 ins.
Good coal 5ft. 8 ins

6ft. 8 ins. Total

No other seams in this quarter have been wrought - 5/4 works small; said to be the same seam as Mr.
Browns at Deanery. The water made in this pit is pumped from the dip by sliding spears and force pump
(200 yards) and 4 fathoms up the shaft it is discharged into a water free drift untravellable; water never
demurs going away, is discharged at Stoney Lodge near the rail way at the Old Engine Pit near the Gaunless.
The main rise of colliery is about due south - varies from 11/2 to 21/2 inches per yard but several swellies - all
beyond the foot of these levels is whole coal. The rise workings are bounded by the old waste mostly
wrought in the pillars - 280 yards of breast.
Present mode of working
4 yard board, 2 yard holings, leaving the pillar 6 yards by 32 yards, when working without separation; pay
for hewing 20 peck corf 4s/- per score of 23 corves - when working with rakes and getting nothing for small,
which is supposed to be about 3d. upon coals sent to Bank - 6s. 6d. 23 corves. Put all with horses from foot
of boards - have now 6 for 28 score - putting costs above that 1s. 4d. by separate Boys
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Are restricted by the landlord to this mode of working. Landsale coals are sent away altogether and now
give 1s/- per corf: and about 5 [score] per day are going away in that way; the rest to sea by waggons or to
the depots at different places. One engine to draw the coals and the other to draw the water. Upon the
average rate of working, the deficiency over and above landsale and round. About a years who coal to
work and part walls, so that if the winning was established, the pit may endure as a landsale pit 20 years at
5 [score] per day, and in that case the additional engine might be dispensed with - attaching the pumping
apparatus to the coal machine. Hewing in broken without separation 2s/- and with separation 5s/- nothing
paid for holing walls. Men find al their own houses and lead their own fire coal width of tram way 17
inches. Corving 43/4d per score . Banksmen 2d. One Overman, one deputy and 2 small leaders.
Smith work 23/4d per score for labour and material for all old work including plate nails, shoeing etc. 3d per
lb for new work. Begun the new winning on the 27th January consisting of 2 pits one for coal pit - 81/2 feet
- one engine pit 5 feet diameter. Shifting the boiler from the little old pit, but preparing to erect a 30 horse
engine with 12 inch pumps bot to draw coals and water.

To 5/4 coal

19 fathoms

Further to main coal

14 - ditto -

{Good coal
{Splints

33

Engine is contracted to be set to work, every thing
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without pumps.
538 Colliery finding mason work, brick and timber
550 Mason work and material, wood and workmanship
350 Skreens
1438
100 Brattice scaffolding
1538 Amount value of stock including the expense of

Feet

Inches

4
1

6
0

5

6

460 Chaldron waggons - cost £20 -

£9000

16 Horses
31/2

240

Miles of waggon way including laying

5000

2000 Yards of tram way

300

34 Trams

30

2 Machines and pumps to dip

700

Gins

20

2 Ballast waggons

20

1 Incline apparatus and roll

150

Skreens and stages

150

Building shops etc

500

Joiners stock

100

Smith stofck

150

Pit stock

50

Hay and corn

100

3 Carts and 1 Waggon

30

Cinder ovens

80

Sundries including the completion of the new winning until it is in a
profitable state, new engineers etc.

5000
£21,620

Produce from January 28th to and with 25th February
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Working as at present.
Drawings
Drawings - 654 - viz

100 unseparated
554 separated

Sales - round coals screened
Landsale unscreened
Nuts - netting 3s/- per waggon

1050
200
(160)
1250

23 [corves] x 21/2 = 57 [balls] x 654 = 37278 ÷ 24 = 1511

23 [corves] x 21/2 = 57 [balls] x 654 = 3727 ÷ 24 =

1511
1511 / 261 / 17
100

Isabella as a Landsale Pit
5 score per day
60 score hewing

3s. 6d.

£10. 10s. 0d.

1 horse

£1. 10s. 0d.

Putting and onsetting

1s. 4d.

£4. 0s. 0d.

Corving

43/4d.

£1. 4s. 0d.

Banking

£1. 16s. 0d.

Engine per fortnight

£3. 10s. 0d.

Wear and tear

£1. 0s.0d.

Smith work

21/2d.

£0. 12s. 6d.

Overmanship

£1. 0s. 0d.
£25. 2s. 6d.

Rent

3s/-

£9. 0s. 0d.
£34. 2s. 6d.

60 x 22 = 1320 at

1s/-

£66. 0s. 0d
£32. 0s. 0d.

Say £30 per fortnight.
Certain rent £1300 for £100 tons and 1.5th reduction on account of small - about 21s/- per ton - 1s. 6d. Per
score after small is off.
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New winning after being properly established.

Probable Sales
Darlington

2000

Stockton

(unskreened)

2000

Yarm and Croft

(unskreened)

1500

Sea sale skreened

5500

Seal sale skreened

14500

25

20000
800

20,000 + 5000 = 25000 x 24 = 600,000 ÷ 56 = 10714÷25 = 42
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400 score at 10s. 0d.

£200. 0s. 0d.

Engine £3, keep of 8 horses £12, labourite £6

£21. 0s. 0d.

Trademens bills exclusive of waggons

£20. 0s. 0d.

Waggons etc

£10. 0s. 0d.

Agency and disbursements

£20. 0s. 0d.

Rent 2s. 8d. Per £60 - poor rates cesses and trades /£6

£66. 0s. 0d.

Sundries unforeseen

£3. 0s. 0d.
£360. 0s. 0d

£
360
251/2
£9000

on 20,000 [chaldrons] =

9s. 2d.

£92000. 0s. 0d.

180
The total leading charges including spoutage and agency is now 6s/- per chaldron but supposing them to be
advanced to 7s/- 16s/. per chaldron
Rail road
Now bringing at Darlington per
ton

8s. 6d.

3. 4.

5. 2

Neat 5. 2 per ton. =

( Croft

9s. 0d.

3. 10

5. 2

13s. 8d. Per chaldron

( Yarm

10s. 0d.

4. 10

5. 2

( Stockton

11s. 0d.

5. 41/2

5. 7

4. 8

4. 4

Say Depot coals

9s. 0d. - 13. 8d. - 9s. 0..

Amount Sales
Chaldrons

5500 To depot 4s. 8d.

1283

14500 To sea costing 15s/- and bringing 20s. 6d.

4350

2000 Nuts 5s/- profit

300
6130

Say £6000
Landsale as before £800.
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Newcastle on Tyne - March 31st 1834.
Norwood Colliery near West Aukland
In the beginning of the current month, I was requested by Messrs. Thomas Brown, Botcherby and others to
examine into and report upon the various circumstances and prospects of the aforesaid colliery, and as I
have not been furnished with any specific questions whereon to found my report, I shall class my
observations under the following ranches of enquiry and opinion.
1st General description of the colliery. 2nd Cost of working and delivering at the places of sale. 3rd
Probably yearly vend and profit. 4th Amount of colliery stock and probable investment.
1st - General description of the Colliery
As the Isabella pit is at present at coal work in the high main seam, I had an opportunity of satisfying myself
of the thickness, quality and depth from surface, as also every other particular as to the working charges,
viz:
At [fathoms] 181/2

Five quarter coal seam

Further 14

Main coal seam

Total 321/2

4ft. 0 in.

Cannel left on as roof

1ft. 0 in.

Good coal

5ft. 8 in.

6ft. 8 in.

The five quarter coal is a workable seam but of a quality inferior to the main coal, Hereford has been little
touched. The main coal is indeed a very fine cheap working seam and of excellent quality but the quantity
yet remaining unwrought in this pit is limited being bounded on the rise
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By the old workings, and on the dip by the inconvenience of water. However if the new winning hereafter
mentioned be persevered in, there is sufficient coal remaining here to maintain this as a landsale pit during
the term of the Lease. A partial pumping is necessary to lift the water from the dip; and 4 fathoms up the
shaft where it is delivered into the surface level drift. The mode of working in the whole mine is restricted
by the landlord in the first instance to the leaving of pillars 6 yards by 32 yards, but this I consider little or
no disadvantage, as they are allowed to be taken away in due course. The small is chiefly left underground,
as it will not pay the cost of conveying to any distant market. A considerable portion of the produce of this
pit (about 30 tons per day) is sold from pit heap unscreened for about 3s. 6d. per ton and forms a very
advantageous appendage to the property; the rest of the coals are disposed of either at the depots of
Darlington, Stockton, Yarm or Croft, or shipped to London or elsewhere from Middleburgh
[Middlesbrough]. Only about 1200 yards of private railway is maintained by the colliery, to the junction

with the Stockton and Darlington public line. In anticipation of an increased trade, a new winning was
commenced on the 27th January on the north east quarter of the property contiguous to the old Etherly
boundary upon the following scale:
One engine pit

51/2 feet diameter

One coal pit

81/2 - ditto -

A 30 horse engine is under contract for drawing coals and water
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the depth of these pits ascertained by borings are expected to be precisely the same as the Isabella. They
are now sunk 12 fathoms and the branch waggon way of ….. yards nearly completed.
The five quarter seems here is

Good coal

4ft 6 ins.

Splint

1ft. 0 ins.
5ft 6 ins.

But the main coal is the chief object of the winning as there is every reason to believe it is quite as good as
that now working in the Isabella pit. The Norwood coal is now proved to work large and to bear carriage
better than the generality of coals in this district, and will I have no doubts if properly manufactured take a
very high place in the coasting market. Notwithstanding the great distance of this colliery from the depots
and place of shipment above mentioned viz. from Darlington ….. miles, Stockton …… Yarm …… Croft ….. and
Middleburgh [Middlesbrough] …. Miles: much less inconvenience in the transit is experienced than might
be imagined; for the rail road company take charge from the pits and account to the colliery owners for the
coals delivered and sold at the various places, and for the respective selling prices, only that the colliery
owners must provided their own waggons. The rent of this colliery was formerly most excessive, but of late
the conditions have been vastly ameliorated and may be summed up as follows:
1st Certain Rent £1300 per annum for 1000 tons of 440 bolls each and 1/5th allowed off in lieu of small,
equal about 22s/- per ton of round coals or 1s. 2d. Per chaldron.
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2nd Term ….. remaining years from …..
3rd Extent of Royalty about ….. acres
The tract of coal being so very abundant and so little difficulty to be anticipated in the sinking of pits - the
colliery will always be kept in a condition to produce quantity without much increased establishment
either of steam power, horses or manual labour.
2nd Cost of working and delivering
Taking the president working cost of the colliery as a criterion, and making all proper allowances for a more
extended scale of operations, I feel confident that 9s/- per chaldron of 53 cwt. will cover every expense
upon the manufactured coal at the pit heap, and including waggons, the rail road dues, and shipping
charges levied to Middleburgh [Middlesbrough] are 6s/- per chaldron; and costs and selling prices at the
different depots are as follows:
Rail road charges

Per ton

Selling prices

Per chaldron Per ton

Per chaldron

Probable amount
vend from
depots
Chaldrons

Darlington

3s. 4d.

8s. 10d.

8s. 6d.

22s. 6d.

Stockton

5s. 41/2d.

14s. 2d.

11s. 0d.

29s. 1d.

Yarm

4s. 10d.

12s. 10d.

10s. 0d.

26s. 6d.

2000

Croft

3s. 10d.

120s. 1d.

9s. 0d.

23s. 10d.

2000

45s, 11d,

101s. 11d.

5500

11s. 6d.

25s. 6d.

Averages, say

1500

3rd Annual Profit

Therefore taking the above as the average selling price

25s. 6d.

Deduct - Rail way charges etc.

11s. 6d.

Deduction - Pit heap costs

9s. 0d.

20s. 6d.

Carried forward

15s. 0d.
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Brought forward 5s. 0d.
Deduct also for possible reduction of price

1s. 0d.
Profit upon all depot coals

4s. 0d.

And taking the average selling price on board ship at

20s. 0d per chaldron

Deduct rail way charges at present

6s. 0d.

- ditto - possible increase

1s. 0d.

- ditto - pit heat costs

9s. 0d.

Profit upon all ship coals

16s. 0d.
4s. 0d. per chaldron

In calculating the quantum of vend by sea and by land, great fluctuation may be expected, but taking the
quality of the coal and the independant circumstances of the mine into consideration, I flatter myself that
the before mentioned quantities to be sold, will be found under the mark and as an average export vend; I
only take 14300 chaldrons of round coals and 2000 chaldrons of small. The aggregate annual profit
therefore calculated upon the above data will stand as follows:
Per
chaldron
profit
5500

Chaldrons to be vended at the several depots

4s/-

£1100

14300

- ditto - ditto - to sea

4s/-

£2900

2000

- ditto - ditto - of nuts and small

4s/-

£400

2000

- ditto - landsale from Isabella pit

6s/-

£600

24,000

Total

£5000

Say £4,5
4th Amount Colliery stock and Probable Investment
Buildings and actual stock now upon the colliery as per
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inventory hereto annexes is about

£16,620

But to complete the engine contracts for new winning, the sinking of the pits the
erection of skreens and various unforeseen expenses necessary too establish the
colliery upon the contemplated scale will not require less than
Total investment

£5,380

£22,000

Note: I am informed that since my visit to the colliery an increase of stock has taken place to the amount of
about £ ….. . In the appended inventory I have endeavoured to shew [show] the actual saleable stock,
comprised in the total amount handed me in order to deal with it in the valuation. I may here remark that
I have put 1s/- per chaldron more upon the rail way dues for coals shipped than the present charges; and
made no deduction for any advantage that may accrue by the completion of the Clarence Rail way; neither
have I made any allowance off the working charges of coals sold at depots which are less extravagantly
screened than the export coals, because I think there ought always to be room left for unforeseen events
acting against every calculation of certain annual profits in concerns of this nature.
Valuation
Now taking the above sum of £4,500 as the sum of the certain annual profit, and viewing it as an annuity to
continue for 16 years, it is worth to repay a purchaser 16 per cent per annum with return of capital 5.66
years purchase
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Or

£25,470

An assuming the saleable stock to be bona fide worth £13,600 at present, but at the
end of term only £8,000, it is worth in ready money, reckoning discount at 5 per cent
per annum for 16 years .45 or about

Total amount value

£3,600

£29,070

Note: every shilling per chaldron that the coals average more or less than my calculations may be said to
advance or reduce the amount of profit £1000 per annum and the value of the concern £5,600. As
calculations of this nature are apt to. Be upset by the unforeseen fluctuations of times, it is but justice to
notice two circumstances which will materially affect this as well as all such property leaving it to the
parties interested to form their own conclusions as to charges. 1st - should an unforeseen increase of
demand foreign or coast wise take place, so as considerably to increase the sea vend of 14,500 chaldrons,
and especially under a regulation of prices, then the above calculated profit will be considerably below the
mark. 2nd - But if on the contrary the trade should get into a state of anarchy, such as we have
experienced during the last year, then it is impossible to deny that the above profit is more than could be

realised, these events no calculation can reach - therefore making all reasonable allowances for the
working and shipping charges, the value
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of the coals must be purely hypothetical. The renewal of the Lease will be of course an addition to its
value.
Matthias Dunn.
Darlington, April 24th 1834.
To Matthias Dunn, Esquire.
Sir, Referring to your report regarding Norwood Colliery dated 31st March last, you there calculated the
annual sea vend at 14,500 chaldrons - the rate of selling on board of ship 20s/- per chaldron and the
average profit 4s/- per chaldron. Since the date of that report, the coal trade of the Rivers Tyne, Wear and
Tees, have entered into a firm compact - both as to quantity and price, with every prospect of the same
being permanent, the basis already assigned to Norwood Colliery being 12,500 chaldrons with the
understanding that as soon as the present winning is completed an additional proportionate quantity will
of course be conceded. The object therefore of the present application is, that you will be so good as revise
your former report and estimate, that you will also ascertain the present costs and selling prices etc so as to
enable you to answer the following queries. 1st - Taking into consideration the present charges, selling
prices
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and prospective quantities and supposing them to continue till the end of 1834; what profit do you think
will be realised upon the working of the colliery from the 1st March till the 31st December.
2nd - Assuming that the new winning was completed and that the regulation of quantities and prices
should continue, what extent of sea vend do you think may be calculated upon, and what the actual profit.
You will also please to remark any circumstances that may occur to you as likely to operate upon the
general interests of Norwood Colliery.
I am, Sir,
Samuel Barrett
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Newcastle on Tyne, April 26th 1834.
Sir, I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter containing certain queries regarding Norwood Colliery,
which I take the earliest opportunity of answering to the best of my judgement, and in doing so I beg to
observe that it is utterly beyond all human foresight to appreciate the unaccountable change of
circumstances which may take place during so long a period as the term of the Lease. In my report of the
31st March, I took a less favourable view of the property than the present facts are exhibiting under the
notion that great allowances ought to be made for adverse events - but since you have placed your present
queries upon hypothetical grounds, I feel the less difficulty in giving corresponding answers, which I will
proceed to do without further preface. Answer to query - first - referring to my report of the 31st March I
find the profit upon the sea vend formed upon the following basis:
Per chaldron
Amount charge upon coals at pit heat

9s. 0d.

Rail way dues

7s. 0d.
16s. 0d.

Average selling price on board of ship

20s. 0d.

Profit 4s. 0d.

Now assuming the above charges are correct, I find that the present selling prices is 22s. 6d. And taking the
size and quality into account, I think 23 is a very moderate rate of selling to estimate from the 1st March till
the 31st December, and with regard to quantity I estimate it at 9000 chaldrons.
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The landsale price and quantity I take at a little more than 2/3rds, the annual amount stated in the report the profit therefore during the above period taken exclusive of any expenditure at the new winning or
other outlay foreign to the current carrying on of the colliery will stand thus:
Chaldrons
9000 To be vended by sea at 7s/- profit

£3150

4000 - ditto - from depots 4s/- -ditto-

£800

Landsale from pit
Profit from 1st March to 31st December 18324

£400
£4,350

Answer to query second - Assuming that the new winning was completed, I take it for granted that this
colliery will be entitled to the same basis as Saint Helens Aukland viz 24,000 and that such basis will yield a
vend of 20,000 annually. And supposing according to the letter of the request that the present regulation
of prices and quantities were to continue, then in my opinion the following scale of profit might fairly be
calculated on:
Chaldrons
20,000 Annually to sea at a profit of 7s/-

£7,000

5,500 To depots as before - ditto- 4s/-

£1,100

Landsale as before
Total profit

£600
£8,700

but say £8,000
I do not see any necessary alteration of the view I have taken in my former report regarding the stock,
because if any question hinged upon that, a detailed valuation should be made of it. Upon the whole,
taking the strength and quality of the
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Norwood seams into account, I am of opinion that the price of this coal is likely to advance in its
proportion; and with regard to the cost of working and leading, I think the chances are favourable for a
decrease, as the Clarence Rail way will undoubtedly be continued forward into the West Aukland Valley and
thereby occasion a reduction of tolls. As much of the principle of profit depends on the prospective
quantity to age vended, I beg to add a list of the Tees Basis as at present fixed, leaving it to the parties
interested in the question to judge how far I may be right in that regard, viz:
Chaldrons
Tees Wallsend

36,000

Adelaide

12,500

Butterknowle

12,500

Norwood

12,500

Old Etherly

12,500

South Durham

18,500

Musgrave - St. Helens

24,000

Cleavelands coalfield

11,000

Witten Park

3,500

New Etherly

4,000
150,000

In conclusion I may add that I will be ready to answer any special queries on the subject.
I am, Sir, Matthias Dunn.
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March 1835.
Report - Twizell Colliery
In the Old Colliery three pits were carried on which successively wrought more or less of all the four
workable seams, of which there is reason to believe the following to be a very accurate description
At Engine pit
Fteet

Inches

At 32 fathoms

Five quarter coal

Top coal good

3

0

Further 8 ditto-

Main coal

good

4
4

6 to
8

-Ditto- 9 ditto-

Maudlin

Thin unworkable

-Ditto- 7 ditto-

Low Main

4

0

-Ditto- 6 ditto-

Hutton seam

4

5

Total 62

coal

3ft 9
ins

Band

2 ins

Bottom coal

6ins

The low main was drained by an outcut surface drift from Twizell Burn - and it was not till the Hutton seam
was won about the year 18796 that6 any pumping engine was required to lift the water into the main coal
seam. The colliery ceased working about the year 1806. No authentic borings are forthcoming in the

lower part of the estate, but the upper seams are known to crop out in the brook adjoining to crag head,
and there the main coal is found at the depth of only 3 fathoms. There is no doubt of one or more of the
seams prevailing over all the estate, and with regard to the main coal, which is considered one of the best, I
have no difficulty in stating it
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to exist under at least 300 acres; and there is every reason to believe both the low main and Hutton seams
to be fair merchantable coals, now that the facilities afforded by the Stanhope Rail way are established
upon the very property. Looking at the coal therefore to be let at the most moderate rent of 12s/- per ton
and taking the annual vend of the colliery once established at 10,000 tons, would give a revenue of £600
per annum , but say £500. And with regard to the duration. The main coal alone would yield upward of
2,000 chaldrons of merchantable coals per acre x 300 carries equal 600,000 or 33 years working at the
above rate. But taking it upon the principle of an annuity for only 30 years to pay a purchaser 6 per cent
per annum with return to capital is worth 133/4 years purchase or £6,875. To pay 10 per cent etc as the
purchase would be 93/4 years out £4,875.
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Newcastle, May 1835
Report and Valuation of Crowtrees Colliery
The property of Crowtrees contains two workable seams of coal, viz:
Feet
At

Further

Fathoms from surface the
five quarter coal consisting of

-Ditto - Main coal seam

Inches

Good coal
Splint - ditto -

3

5
7

Total

4

0

Good coal
Splint - ditto -

1

8

Band

11/2

Coal rather inferior

1

Bottom coal or splint

8
31/2

Total

3

9

The five quarter is the only seam yet sunk to and has been more or less wrought over about 200 acres, but
no pillars taken away. The present pit is sunk much to the rise part of the colliery, and being very small and
ill adapted, is found entirely inapplicable to the working of any thing like the quantity necessary for a
shipping colliery. This circumstance added to the fact of the greatest part of the available coal being
wrought away, has induced Mr. Hedley the Lessee to commence a new winning of the remaining coal
nearly to the south east corner of the estate. The shaft is 121/2 feet diameter, the pit 10 fathoms sunk, and
the engine built, but being also at present engaged with the winning of the adjoining royalty of Coxhoe - he
has suspended his operations here, and he also intimates that he will not
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resume it for some time to come, but as soon as Coxhoe, which is just sunk to the main coal is enabled to
raise sufficient quantity, that he will cease his operations at Crowtrees, and pay the certain rent until he can
get a renewal of the Lease. Although this may appear foreign to the subject of Valuation, I think it is but
right to tender the information, as it may hereafter be seen to affect some of the questions of value. In the
centre of this property lies about 60 acres of coal leased by Mr. Blenchard and sublet to Mr. Hedley, but as

he has no right of outstroke underground, and as it is so circumstanced that a sinking from the surface
cannot be made, it is as it were a dead letter unless upon a renewed Lease, a right of outstroke were given
from the proprietor of Crowtrees Colliery. It is also owing to the ill adaption of the present pit, and the rise
coal having been wrought off, that the Lessee has been working so limited a quantity out of Crowtrees
Colliery, nor will his capabilities be amended until some such operation as the new winning before spoken
of be effected. With regard to his policy of sinking under the present lease, I am of opinion that he will see
his interest in doing so even without a renewal, having yet I understand 11 years to go, but I also think that
it would materially advance the interest of the Lessor if such renewal was contemplated, for in that case he
would consent to increase his certain rent up to at least £400 or £500 per annum, and until that is done it
must be observed that the valuation of such a property as this will be materially difficulted, inasmuch as
having the neighbouring colliery of Coxhoe established in the high main coal
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he might under the present low certain rent, deal with Crowtrees according to his own views. Having thus
pointed out the nature of the case, I will proceed to value the property according to the best of my ability
under the very uncertain amount of annual rent, so long as the certain rent remains at £150 per annum and
not exceeding £200.
Valuation
The difficulty of apportioning a fair value to property where the amount rental is so variable, and especially
as I have before observed where the certain rent is at present at so low a rate, must be obvious, but as I
have every reason to believe that under a renewed lease, a certain rent of £600 per annum could be
obtained, I have determined to assume as a basis a rent of £600 per annum during the present lease say 11
years, and £1,000 per annum during after leases which taken at a rent of 1s. 2d. per chaldron will give for
the first term a yearly vend of 10,000 chaldrons, and for the latter a vend of 16,600 chaldrons of large coals
- throwing aside altogether the vend of small coals. And with respect to duration I find that after making all
necessary deductions for troubles, barriers, bad coal, small coal, etc, there remains to work about
Main coal
Five quarter coal
- ditto - in pillars
which at a vend of …. Chaldrons per annum would endure … years.
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And with respect to the amount rate of interest wherewith to attract the purchase of such an uncertain
revenue as a coal royalty, I am of opinion that 8 per cent per annum ought to be reckoned upon, beside
repayment of purchase money. I have thus stated the grounds of my estimate in order that Mr. Hopper or
any person acting for him, may vary the value according to their own notice of the several rates of purchase
etc. I shall therefore without further preface proceed to sum up the Valuation, viz:
£600 per annum for 11 years, the duration of the present lease, calculated at the rate
of 8 per cent with repayment of capital is worth 7.1 years purchase

4260

And £1,000 per annum for the remaining period considered as a perpetuity, and
subject to the above 11 years reduction, calculating at the same rate per cent is = 5.4
years purchase of

5400

£9660

But if 9 per cent is thought more equitable to stand against the various contingencies of a mineral property
of this nature, the Valuation would stand as follows:
£600 per annum at 9 per cent - 6.8 years purchase

4060

£1,000 - ditto - 4.28 - ditto -

4200
£8260

I will conclude by saying that I will be most happy to afford Mr. Hopper any further explanation in my
power, and also by remarking that I consider there is every probability of the above rents not only being
exceeded, but also a revenue obtained by allowing the privilege of working Mr. Blenchard's coal by
outstroke, but to which under present circumstances, I do not consider myself justified in attaching any
value.
Matthias Dunn.
[NEIMME/FOR/1/15/100]
Report - Mostyn Colliery
Having on preceeding occasions gone over a general description of this colliery, I do not find myself called
upon to go into any lengthened statement of the result of my observations during my visit in April last;
suffice it to say that every time I see it the powers of the colliery are improving and its resources increasing.
The Marsh Pit in conjunction with the Chain Pit are carrying on workings in the three yard, five yard, two
yard, and a small part of the Durbog seams. The Engine Pit is sunk to the depth of 140 yards, being 4 yards
below the two yard coal, with a view also of reaching the Durbog seam, but the coal shaft is only 115 yards.
At the depth of 110 yards and in the three yard coal, an extensive lodge is forming for standage of water
which will afford great means of ensuring the safety and working of the lower seams. The leading crosses
are now much more systematically carried on than heretofore, being each of them flanked by an air drift 5
yards distant, by which means considerable extents [of] workings are laying out in a preparatory manner.
Out of these leading crosses, diagonal sloping passages are turned to facilitate the conveyance of the coals
down from the rise, and enables them to dispense with horses except in the main crosses or levels. The
workings in the five and two yard seams are fast ap
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[ap]proaching the east boundary adjoining to Mr Pennant, whose lands there is every reason to believe
that a good deal of coal will be brought to these pits, and which will yield an outstroke rent. The Chain Pit
is now established in the two yard coal, and a piece of Durbog; which has been found under a very
expensive and inconvenient approach, and it is moreover so much interlaided by troubles, bad stone and
water, that it will require a considerable time to produce any quantity. The Chain Pit is also in the way of
sinking to the 100 yard drift and will not be long in being completed, after which it is proposed to increase
the powers of the Marsh Pit coal engine, to divide the shaft by a partition brattice and to draw two baskets
at once. Little has been done in the 100 yard stone drift to west since my last visit, but to the eastward it
has won the five yard coal. Rhewl Pit - three yard and Durbog in coal work, but will not endure many
months. In the Roger Pit, drifting through the Old Creep workings of the two yard coal have now advanced
400 yards, and have yet 300 yards more to reach the whole coal, after which a very durable supply of two
yard coal will be had here from the westward. From the upper level another working is carrying on in the
two yard coal contiguous to the west dyke, and where the coal is much more flat. This dyke has never been
proved, but I am more than ever satisfied, both from appearance underground and the arrangement of the
stratification on the west boundary of the estate, that a field of flat coal remains to be discovered un
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[un]derneath the Park, and which in after times will be brought to this pier. I only mention this for the
purpose of giving confidence to Mr. Mostyn as to the durable prospects of his colliery. The prospects of
sale are highly encouraging and the prices may be quoted as follows:
s.

d.

Five yard coal

20 cwt

6

3

Three yard coal

- ditto -

5

4

Two yard coal

- ditto -

6

8

Durbog

- ditto -

7

2

I have taken the liberty of suggesting to the Lessees, that they shall in future be more guarded in
supporting their permanent crosses, by not only enacting their separation air wall stronger but also in the
first course of holings to the rise the pillars to be at least 12 yards thick, and the holings not made before 30
yards long; except where necessarily intersected by the slings. The workings in Roger Pit (two yard) also to
be more rigidly guarded, until the distant coal is wrought off. Upon the whole, Mostyn Colliery is every
way promising, both for the Lessor and Lessees; and the only desideratum seem to be, increased means of
shipping coals: a good part of this may be said to be in progress by the Lessees, such as the building of
steam boat for towing, the getting up of 30 or 40 additional waggons and the increase of power for drawing
at Marsh Pit. But the deepening and enlarging of harbour is the grand consideration now opening, and
which was a good deal discussed when I was last there.
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To this subject therefore, I have given a good deal of attention and shall therefore give a summary of what
appears to me clearly recommendable, even if Mr. Mostyn should contribute equally with the Lessees
towards the expense. 1st - The underselling of the east or present loading pier. 2nd - The deepening of the
passage into the inner harbour and the clensing it out to the same depth. 3rd - The erection of two loading
places therein - the formation of a new sluice was of enlarged dimensions through the east pier to facilitate
the scouring. 4th - The running of a mound across the present enclosed marsh to form a reservoir of about
ten acres, whereunto to scour the harbour and canal, such reservoir to be from time to time excavated
nearly to the depth of present improvements. It has occurred to me that not only would the above works
be considerably facilitated, but also great public accommodation both as to time and expense be
embraced, by the erection of a small engine upon the western quay for the delivery of ballast, and for

loading and delivering general merchandise; and I am so satisfied of it, that I should recommend Mr.
Mostyn to erect it, and provide for eventually attaching to it a sawing apparatus for the conversion of his
timber. This advantage of an engine for delivering ballast will in my opinion operate in the following
manner:
First - By despatching vessels without delay, it will in many cases secure them a tide and even a voyage.
Second - They would avoid the bargaining and imposition of the present ballusters. Third - By encouraging
the bringing in of ballast which would
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necessarily be increased by a larger class of vessels, and by depositing it, together with the excavation of
the harbour, along a mound contiguous to the canal; high land would be produced there, and the filling up
of the canal by the westerly seas, materially prevented. Fourth - A rapid and cheap cranage would tend to
encourage the general trade of the harbour, and not only yield a good direct return to Mr. Mostyn, but also
indirectly encourage the carrying away of coals. Should the above suggestions be acted upon, I will have
great pleasure in submitting detailed sketches of the application. Before quitting the subject of
improvement, I cannot conclude this report without throwing out the suggestion of Mr. Mostyn securing an
additional range of the marsh, not only with a view of enclosing it for a future dip sinking and working, but
also to provide for the possibility of a rail way communication from Mostyn Harbour to Holywell, for I am
satisfied that an investigation would shew [show] it to be not only a very remunerating project to
subscribers that it would more than any other circumstance contribute to the importance and revenue of
Mostyn Harbour.
Matthias Dunn.
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Wallsend Colliery, June 19th 1835
To Messrs. Thomas Fenwick, George Johnson, Nicholas Wood, Matthias Dunn, John Foster, Thomas
Morriss.
Gentlemen, I have to request on the part of the owners of this Colliery, that you will be so good as to
examine the plan of the workings of the Bensham seam, and investigate the system that has been pursued
for ventilating the same, to enable you to pronounce an opinion as to its adequacy so far as depends on
ventilation for the safe working of the colliery. You will also please to enquire into the nature of the mine
as to the heavy and regular discharge of inflammable air to which it is subject, and more especially as to the
sudden bags or bursts of that element which is incidental to the working of the Bensham seam, and finally
you are requested to investigate every circumstance relating to the unhappy catastrophy of yesterday and
to state your opinion without reserve as to its probable cause, and also the measures you would
recommend to be pursued for recovering the dead bodies of the sufferers.
John Buddle.
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Newcastle 20th June 1835.
In pursuance of the annexed request of Mr. Buddle, we the undersigned have examined the Wallsend
Colliery plan and have heard the statements of Mr. Buddle and Mr. Atkinson as to the system of ventilating
the colliery which was pursued previous to the accident. The system which has been practiced appears to
us to have been to convey all the air from the pillar working into pipe drifts, and from thence up the shaft
without passing over the furnace: and that the air from the workings in the whole mine only passed over
the furnace. This system of ventilation in our opinion is very proper and judicious and well calculated under
all the circumstances to effect the desired object. We have also ascertained that the working places were
often rendered dangerous by the sudden eruption of gas from the coal and stone, and also from the pillar
working. The workings of the pits have only as yet been explored to a very inconsiderable extent; much
additional information as to the cause of the accident will be obtained, when all the workings have been
got into; we therefore think it adviseable to postpone giving a decided answer to this query until that has
been accomplished. Having since the drawing up of the annexed requisition, met at the colliery, consulted,
agreed and pointed out upon the plan the measures to be pursued for the recovery of the dead bodies, it is
therefore now unnecessary to go into further detail upon this head.
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Wallsend Colliery 15th July 1835.
To Messrs. Geo. Johnson, Nicholas Wood, Thomas Morriss, Matthias Dunn.
Gentlemen , I have to request you on the part of the owners of this Colliery to investigate the present state
of the workings of the Bensham seam, as they are now left by the effects of the explosion on the 18th ulto
[last month]: as far as has yet been ascertained, and to consider: 1st - The practicability of restoring the
colliery to as safe a working state as it was before the accident or the possibility of placing it in a safer
2nd - If you are of opinion that the colliery can be restored to a safe working state, you will please to point
out the means by which you think that object can best be effected, and 3rd - You will please to estimate the
probably expense which the restoring of the colliery to a regular working state will cost?
Wallsend Colliery July 18th 1835.
Sir, In compliance with your request hereunto annexed, we have examined the plan of the workings in the
Bensham seam
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of this colliery, and have likewise had explained to us by yourself, the Underviewer and Overman of the
colliery, the state of the workings and waste, as left by the explosion, and herewith beg to make the
following report in answer to your queries. 1st - The practicability of restoring the colliery to as safe a
working state as it was before the accident; or the possibility of placing it in a safer state. Having enquired
very minutely into the state of the ventilation previous to the accident, we are of opinion that it is perfectly
practicable to restore the ventilation into a similar state. We find that the principle of ventilation practised
at this colliery has been: that all the air from the workings which is considered not liable to be so charged
with inflamable gas as to become generally explosive, is taken through and works the furnaces; and that all
the air from the pillar working, or those parts of the mine where the air is liable to become generally
inflamable, is carried by pipe drifts into the upcast shafts at such a height above the furnaces, as not be
subject to ignition from them and that to carry off the gas from some of the wastes of the districts worked
out and abandoned, the inflamable air is discharged by iron pipes into the atmosphere without
communicating with the workings of the mine; we consider the principle of ventilation to be well adapted
for a seam producing such great quantities of inflatable air, and we do not think we can suggest any
improvement upon it. In carrying this principle into operation it appears that only one of the upcast shafts
has been provided with a pipe drift; all the inflatable air of the mine
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having been conveyed by pipe drifts into that upcast shaft; and all the air passing into the other upcast
shaft, being carried thro’ [through] the furnaces. Having made the fullest enquiries as to how far this mode
of carrying off the inflamable air may have effected the proper ventilation of the mine, we are of opinion
that the want of a pipe drift to the A Pit shaft has not hitherto lessened the safety of the mine; in the future
working of the colliery it is probable that it may however be adviseable to provide that upcast shaft with a
pipe drift likewise, and it is scarcely necessary to add that when this is requisite, it can be so provided.
2nd - If you are of opinion that the colliery can be restored to a safe working state, you will please to point
out the means by which you think that object can best be effected. In answer to the first query we have
stated our opinion that the colliery can be restored to as safe a working state as it was previous to the
accident, and that we cannot suggest any superior mode of ventilation, not being called upon to give our
opinion regarding the plan to be hereafter adopted in working or lighting the mine. Our answer to this
question will therefore refer only to the means we would recommend to restore the ventilation to the
same state as it was previous to the accident. We would advise in the first place that the workings should
be completely and effectually separated into two divisions; one to be ventilated by the G Pit downcast and
the B Pit upcast; and the other division ventilated by the C Pit downcast; and the A Pit upcast. That when
this division is completed the restoration of the ventilation should be effected by the use
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of waterfalls on the downcast shafts previous to lighting the furnaces. By this mode we presume such a
degree of ventilation may be effected that the furnaces may be lighted with safety, but if such a force of
current cannot be produced by a waterfall as will restore the ventilation fully, we would advise that the air
should be taken direct from the downcast shafts to the upcast for the purpose of lighting the furnaces with
safety, and that the ventilation should be restored in the different districts in succession through the pipe
drifts. 3rd - You will please to estimate the probably expense which the restoring ofd the colliery to a
regular working state will cost. We estimate the cost of restoring the ventilation and putting the pit into
the same working state as before the accident to be about £1,200.
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Wallsend Colliery, July 15th 1835.
Probably expense of repairing the pits etc, viz:
£

About 30 fathoms of Brattice in the A Pit shaft at £5

S

D

150

0

0

6 Main Rolley way doorrs

21s/-

6

6

0

6 Main Tram way doors

12s/-

3

12

0

40 Sheath doors

3s/-

6

0

0

20 Pillars of Brattice per Boards

11s/-

11

0

0

140 Stoppings repaiiring and replacing

35s/-

245

0

0

265

0

0

250

0

0

936

18

0

63

2

0

200

0

0

£1200

0

0

353

7

0

Ridding the Rolley and Tram ways about
10 Horses

£25

Unforeseen expenses

£

S

D

Paid for shift work for recovering the bodies of the sufferers

171

5

0

Towards the funeral expenses

107

2

0

Deals and labour when making coffins

50

0

0

Banksmen and others waiting on at Bank

25

0

0

210

0

0

Subscription to sufferers
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Newcastle on Tyne.

Having had the honor of receiving a circular from the Highland Society of Scotland inviting reports relative
to coal and other minerals, it would give me great pleasure to be enabled to contribute any thing worthy
[of] their consideration or lending to any general advancement of knowledge upon the subject. My
professional engagements render it impossible for me to set about any thing like a map or survey of any
particular district, but having in the course of my practice examined and reported upon coal mines in many
parts of Scotland, I am enabled by a reference to my notes to transcribe a great many sections of the coal
beds with such cursory remarks as served to illustrate the subject upon which I was at the time reporting.
Taken as a whole the paper must be unconnected and unmethodical, but it may possibly contain facts
whereon to reason and elucidate the more scientific treaties procured by the Society and may invite more
minute research and clarification. The Society seems to require particular sections of the metals passed
through in the sinking, but this I am scarcely in any instance able to give, nor may it perhaps be considered
so very material in the coal formation, as I have never seen more than the following varieties of
stratification: 1. Clay alluvial matter. 2 Sandstone of various hues. 3 Argillaceous strata
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4. Shales, containing fossil remains. 5 Limestone. 6 Ironstone. The latter is far from common. With the
above short preface, I shall lay before the Society a collection of certain facts which appear to me
pertinent to the subject, leaving the classification and more scientific arrangement to abler hands.
Nithsdale District - Dumfrieshire - 1826
This is a limited basic coal district formation adjoining to the River Nith, and terminating on each side
against lead mines strata, such as clay, slate, grawacke, etc. The collieries in the district are Newark,
Sanquahar, Town Muir, Kirkconnel and Cairn Burn, the whole extent containing about 6 or 8 square miles.
The first seam at Newark Colliery is only 8 inches thick, lies at the depth of 4 fathoms from surface, and is
unworkable. 5 fathoms
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below this lies the seam generally wrought throughout the district, and varying from 4 to 5 feet thick. At
the Town Muir Colliery it was 32 fathoms deep owing to the rising of the ground. The coal is of pretty good
quality, especially about Cairn Burn where it is called a smithy coal. The roof is for the most 8 part till, in
the neighbourhood of Sanquahar, but tough enough to form a pretty good roof. The coal in this
neighbourhood sells for 31/2d. to 4d. the creel - 20 to the ton or 5s/6d. to 6s/6d. per ton. That part of the
colliery adjoining the River Nith, was originally won and unwatered by means of a water wheel driven by
the River and made to work pumps. The coal field being as I said before basic, the dip varies according to
the position of each colliery in the basin; but very moderately, not more than one in ten.
Mansfield Colliery
Is situate upon the heights between the Shires of Ayr and Dumfries, contains two remarkably production
beds of coal. At 6 fathoms from surface lies the 9 feet coal.
Feet

Inches

Coal common

3

0

- Ditto - Smithy

1

6

Stone

0

6

Coal (good)

4

0

9

0

Total
And separated by one fathom of sandstone, lies the 12 feet coal, viz
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Section

Feet Inches
Foul coal

2

0

Stone

6

Lime coal

6

Cannel coal

1

3

Good caking coal

3

6

Black slate

6

Bottom coal

Total

3

9

12

0

The total depth of engine pit is 12 fathoms and accompanied with very little water. The rise of this colliery
is nearly south, and one in six; on the other side of the trough (for it is of very limited extent) the main rise
is north. A cart of large coals here carrying 111/2 cwt. is only worth about 2s/3d whereas at Sanquahar, it
costs 3s/- and upwards. The principal produce of these mines is consumed by the proprietor Mr. Menteath
in burning lime at Close Burn, not less than 16 miles down the Nith.
Mansfield Moor
A very vey short way along the Muir, and into the property of Lord Dumfries is another remarkable trough
of coal, bored through as follows:

Peat moss
Clay
Clay of various mixtures and qualities

Feet

Inches

10

0

6

0

30

0

The working of it was discontinued on account of water.
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To the westward of Mansfield Colliery Mr. Menteath is also working a very fine quarry of limestone.
Section
Feet

Inches

Earth

1

0

Freestone

4

0

Fire clay

5

0

Alum schale

1

6

Good blue freestone

4

6

Blaes road stone

2

6

Good limestsone

5

0

Soft blaes

3

0

Coal

1

9

28

3

Total

Dalmellington
Colliery is situate in the Pennyveny [Pennyvenie] farm, belonging to the Honorable McAdam Cathcart.
Feet Inches
At 2 fathoms

from Surface - coal

1

6

Further 3 -ditto-

but clay roof - coal

4

0

- Ditto - 8

present working seam:

5

9

Feet

Inches

Top coal

1

8

Band or dirt

1

7

Bottom coal

2

6

13

Rises to the eastward one in mine, and the coal sells for upwards of 5s/- per ton, but the consumption is
very small.
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Auldna
Is 3 miles east of the above, and upon the Muir. At 13 fathoms deep, an excellent smithy coal 2ft 4ins thick.
Rises one in four to the south east. This is a very limited basin of coal, but seems to possess a finer quality
than the thicker seams towards Dalmellington.
Kilmarnock
This is most interesting coal district, and would deserve a much more detailed notice than I can afford to
give it in the present paper. I have visited several of the collieries but as I find that the same suite of seams
are identified throughout the neighbourhood, I will content myself with giving the stratification of
Caprington Colliery; the property of Sir J. S. Cunningham, Esq.
Feet

Inches

At 5 fathoms

Three quarter coal

2

3

Further 10 - ditto -

Seven - ditto

5

0

- Ditto - 9 - ditto -

Ell coal

3

2

- Ditto - 12 - ditto -

Blind coal

3

2

36 Total

The three upper coals are of the common bituminous quality of Scotland, varying little one from another,
but the Ell coal being accounted the finest. The most peculiar feature of the district is the Blind coal or
anthracite, which produced little or no smoke, and as little flame, its specific gravity is 1.45 or 1.5 per C [?
percent] heavier than the ordinary coal, it gives out an intense heat, and is worth ….. per ton more
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than the common coal, for the purpose of burning lime, malting, etc. At a very short distance below the
Blind coal, lies a basaltic stratification, which is supposed to have operated in producing the Blind quality;
the field is also intersected by several basaltic dukes, which do not seem to throw the coal, but alter its
nature as the dykes are approached. The Blind coal district is limited something like the extent shewn on
the accompanying sketch, and it is singular enough that the nature of this coal should insensibly degenerate
into bituminous coal as it approaches the above line

The stratification in this district seems remarkably close and free from water, except where the surface is
broken. The principal market for Blind coal is Ireland, which takes off annually from Troon and Irvine
100,000 tons of 20 cwt. each.

…. Pit at Troon

The value of common coal is
- ditto - blind - ditto
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The coal in this part of the country like the surface, lies remarkably flat, but having a general tendency to
dip about south 20 west in consequence, there is reason to believe that the beds of coal prevail for a great
extent down to and along the coast; and it has been to me rather a matter of surprise, that borings have
not been made upon the bog in the neighbourhood of iron. The estate of Caprington also contains a very
interesting lime stratification, running along the heights and in an east and west direction.
Section as follows
Feet Inches

Broken stone and rubbish

8

0

20

0

Rubble slate

0

8

Iron stone

0

5

Raff stone

4

0

Blue limestone (good for building)

1

0

Black slate

2

6

Bastard ironstone

0

4

Limestone (good for sand)

9

0

46

0

Course freestone

[Total]

The bed is of marle. In practice they have ascertained that blind coal burns twice as much lime as common
coal, and that 4 cwt of blind coal will burn 20 cwt of lime. According to the lying of the coal in the grounds
below the top seams, must be at least 30 fathoms underneath this limestone, but no trials have been made
in the neighbourhood of the limestone.
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Airdrie
In this district the Glasgow seams are found in regular succession and consist as follows:

Fathoms

Feet Inches

At

14

Pyat shaw coal

3

6

Further

1

Main coal

3

0

- Ditto -

13

Splint coal

3

4

- Ditto -

11/2

Sour milk coal

2

0

291/2 Total

These seams give out a small quantity of gas, which occasionally explodes, as the principles of ventilation
are not kept up so methodically as in the Newcastle district. About 12 fathoms below the above seams, lies
the celebrated Black Ironstone band, running from 18 to 20 inches thick, and producing upon the average
35 per cent of soft iron. It possesses also the advantage of containing also sufficient combustibility as to
calcine itself with the aid of a small proportion of coal, when laid together in heaps and fired. The Calder
Iron Works are principally supplied from this bed of iron-stone which is worth in its raw state about 5s/- per
ton. The coal is coked in large heaps in the open air, but only produces about 1/8th of its weight in coal.
The coal about Drumpellier and Dundivan is chiefly transported to Glasgow in canal boats; that sold in the
country brings 4s/- per ton at Pit Hill.
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Belluckney
The working pit of this colliery is only 12 fathoms to a bed of coal, supposed to be the main coal and pyat
shaw united; it consists of 10 feet of merchantable coal, and has moreover the advantage of being drained
by a surface level. The coal is brittle, but by the aid of the Kirkentillick Railway which comes near to the
pits, it is transported to the canal 13 miles and thence to Edinburgh.
Fathoms
Further

Feet Inches Feet Inches

12 to Splint coal

- Ditto -

26 Yard coal (soft)

- Ditto -

10 Whiteriggs seam
Top coal splint

2

0

3

0

4

9

2

Fire clay band

Bottom coal (good)

4

9

1

10

In the adjoining property belonging to Mr. Waddell, the Black Ironstone is wrought at 12 fathoms deep, and
is found 14 inches thick accompanied by a thin coal bed which serves not only to aid the working, but also
to calcine it. None of these lower seams have ever been sunk to. Four workable seams are traceable in the
brook running thro’ [through] Arden Grounds etc surrounding the cottage. The lowest in the series is
accompanied by a mass of coal and ironstone as follows:
Feet

Inches

Cannel coal

4

0

Iron balls mixed with slate

1

0

Black band (same at Calder)

1

2

Coal free

8
[Total]
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6

10

At 4 feet splint coal has been bored to in four places, contiguous to the House at depths varying from 7 to
13 fathoms.
Mid Lothian
I some time ago read a paper to the Natural History Society of Newcastle upon this remarkable coal
formation; I will with the permission of the Society insert it in this communication, leaving it to their
pleasure to abstract such parts as they may see fit.; The Edge coal working has been carried on extensively
in the Estates of Brunstone, Niddrie, Edmonstone, Woolmet, Drum, Gilmerton, etc., and it was in the
working of these that bearing the coal upon women’s backs, became in some degree necessary, but has
since continued to be practiced even in the level collieries to the south.
Skeltie Muir
This colliery belonging to the Earl of Dalhousie and adjoining to Whitehill Colliery, is situated upon a
continuation of the Edmonstone seams, and with nearly the same dip and rise, the classification of seams
are as follows:
Engine Pit
Fathoms

Feet Inches

At

21

Great seam (inferior and mixed) with stone

10

0

Further

12

Rough coal

3

0

- Ditto -

21/2

Splint coal

3

0

- Ditto -

3

Parrott coal

2

10

- Ditto -

4

Jewel coal

2

6

- Ditto -

14

Four feet coal, or Jenny Maggot seam

4

0

561/2

Total
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The Engine Pit is sunk no further than the splint coal, and the whole have for many years been dependant
on surface levels brought from Elder and Bonnyrigg Collieries but quite inaccessible.
Section of Parrott Seam
Feet Inches
Top coal (rough)

1

Parrott coal

9
10

Botto coal

3
2

10

The main dip of this coal district is south, and at the rate of one in twelve, and the suite of seams are
supposed to be the same as the upper seams at Gilmerton, Niddrie, etc. As this colliery is beyond the Dalk
[Dalkeith] and Edinburgh Rail way, the sales are limited to the wants of the country and occasionally a small
portion to Edinburgh, realising lift more than 4s/- upon the coal hill.
Vogrie

This is the most southerly colliery of the Mid Lothian District, and where the coal strata all rise to the north
east at the rate of one in eight; the seams of coal ascertained to exist in the property may be stated as
follows:
Fathoms

Feet Inches

At

1

Crop of great seam supposed

9

0

Further

10

Coal peaty

1

6

- Ditto -

13

Splint coal

4

2

- Ditto -

7

Rough coal

3

3

Coal

21 forward

3

2 to

2

6

Band

6

Coal

3

}
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Fathoms
Forward

21

Supposed

15

to Parrott coal, but has never been bored or sunk to

46

Total

The great seam here is of inferior quality, and as the property chiefly lies low, it can scarcely be said to
exist. The splint coal is the stable seam, and which used to sell for 8s/6d per ton, but owing to the great
competition from Arniston etc, will now only bring about 6s/-; it can scarcely be called a prime splint, but a
mixture of splint and cherry coal and processes a considerable caking quality. The principal sale is down
Galdwater [? Gala Water] and a great deal of small is used in the neighbourhood for the burning of lime as
there is no coal between this and the Tweed. The roof of this seam is blaes or shale mixed with nodules of
ironstone 3 to 4 inches thick, and the coal is especially troubled with stages or runners of sandstone. At a
short distance to the south and beyond the outcrop of these coals, the lime rock appears, between which
and the Parrott is supposed to be about 100 fathoms. At about a mile to the south west of Vogrie and on
the opposite side of the Tyne is situate Middleton containing a thin seam, being the last vestige of the coal
district but announcing in lime: a considerable doubt prevailed in the mind of the proprietor of this estate
as to its possessing coal, when I was called to examine it in 1831. A copy of my opinion is herewith
submitted to the Society with the additional information that subsequently one or more borings were
made fully corroborating the outcrop fo all the workable coals, a considerable trial was once made in the
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valley south of Fushie Bridge, where coal was wrought, but only to prove that it was the extreme verge of
the series.
Crighton & Path Head Collieries
This property situate a few miles to the east ward of Vogrie and upon the same range of stratification,
contains a seam of coal about 2 feet thick and found at the depth of 12 fathoms. This would appear to be
the lowest seam in the district, and correspondent with he parrott coal of the Marquis of Lothian, but
wanting the parrott quality, scarcely any trial has been made below this seam in consequence of its being

taken for granted as the lowest of the series. The coal is of very good quality, and from the circumstance of
its being the most southerly in the district, sell for 7s/6d or 8s/- per ton. The small is also considerably in
demand for the neighbouring lime kilns at 3s/6d or 5s/-.
East Lothian
The seams of coal in the neighbourhood of Tranent are numerous and consist as follows:
Fathoms

Feet Inches

At

10

Great seam

9

0

Further

13

Splint coal

7

0

- Ditto -

7

Parrott coal (but inferior)

3

0

- Ditto -

61/2

Three feet coal

3

0

- Ditto -

31/2

Four feet coal

4

0

- Ditto -

16

Five feet coal

5

0

56
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The two upper seams are drained by a very antient ([ancient] sea level discharging itself to the eastward of
Cockenzie, and executed at the time these properties belonged to the Earl of Winton; the splint coal and
four feet are also extensively wrought, but the other seams are scarcely touched; the surface here is about
40 fathoms above the level of the Firth - towards which all the coal beds dip in a direction nearly west. The
stratification also from hence dips to the south east like the surface, and as it seems some day to have
undergone a sort of violent bending over, it is very loose and jointy; especially the sand stones which are
rented much into clinks and fractures. The four feet seam is subject to a band of stone, which sometimes
increases to the thickness of 4 feet.
Preston Grange
Two miles east [?west] of Tranent and adjoining the River Firth, is supposed to lie the same range of seams,
which were also originally won by a surface level from the River Firth. The present winning is made on the
dip side of 35 fathoms dyke, but the lower seams in the Old Colliery are reported as follows:
Fathoms

Feet

Inches

At

70

Great Seam

9

0

Further

18

Splint coal

4

0

- Ditto -

4

Five feet coal

5

0

- Ditto -

4

Rough coal

2

6

- Ditto -

26

Sutter clout coal

4

0

- Ditto -

6

Beggar coal

3

6

- Ditto -

8

Splint Coal

3

6

136
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Total

A remarkable whin dyke intersects this colliery and forms the basin of the harbour, it is about 20 yards
broad where united, and is traceable for several miles to the eastward, its influence over the coal beds is
not as yet practically ascertained, but there is reason to believe that it does not throw them up or down at
all - its appearance represents a perpendicular gash in the coal strata 20 yards broad filled up with the
basaltic substance, excepting where it seems to have emerged and spread itself over the surface as to the
westward of Morrisons Haven. The dip and rise of Preston Grange Colliery varies much and indeed the
water levels assume something of a circular form, but the main dip may be said to be west: the very
opposite from Brunstaine [?Brunstane?] and Wemyss, although their water level course is nearly in the
same line of direction. The general stratification in the colliery seems much more close and natural than
that of Tranent, and it seems to flatten as it proceeds west, as if approaching the bottom of the basin, from
whence the western rise must take place. As I also submitted a paper relative to the sinking of this colliery
to the Natural History Society of Newcastle, I transmit it along with this notice. The appearance of the
Preston Grange coal is cubical, bright, and very like English coal, its quality strong, and well adapted for
engines, but more brittle than those sorts denominated splint; on account of which it is not worth more
than 5s/- per ton.
Fife Eastern District
The coal at Wemyss seems to have one common streak with that of
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the edge seams of Mid Lothian, and the same line of rise, but directly the reverse of that of Tranent and
Preston Grange, as if the bay of Musselburgh and the body of the Forth had either sunk down, or that the
stratification on each side had been elevated, forming the counter rise. The following series of workable
seams are said to exist in Wemyss Colliery, as well as several others not classified, and lying at higher
elevations, viz:
Fathoms

Feet Inches

Parrot coal
Wall coal

20

2

6

Barn Craig

13

4

9

Upper cockstool [?Coxstool?]

7

2

3

Under Cockstool [?Coxstool?]

4

3

0

Don coal [?Den coal?]

9

2

2

Chemise seam

20

8

0

Bush coal

10

3

6

Wood coal

25

2

6

Parrot

7

4

6

Bow house

15

6

6

Brankstone [?Branxton?]

7

4

0

Coal moa [?more?]

9

2

6

Coal mang [?mange?]

12

2

6

Dysant seam

55

24

0

Top of Engine Pit

Total

213

The Chemise seam is now at work at Wemyss upon the shore of the Forth at the depth of 50 fathoms. The
workings extend several hundred of yards underneath the Forth, and although to the full dip about one in
five, make very little water;
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both coals and water are drawn up by a high pressure engine, situate a little distance from bottom of shaft.
A part of the old workings of this colliery have been on fire for upwards of years, but as the roof keeps
continually falling in, the fire does not extend perceptibly. The general waters of the colliery amounts to
anoint gallons per minute. The quality of the Wemyss coal differs considerably in point of hardness and
strength of burning and varies consequently from 5s/- to 7s/6d per ton. As this is an important feature of
the coal district of the Firth of Forth, I shall take the liberty of throwing out a few observation as to its
theory - assuming that the coal beds in the neighbourhood of Kirkaldy [Kirkcaldy] in Fife and of Mid Lothian
and East Lothian are identical, although the succession is very difficult to prove by a comparison of
thicknesses, depths or qualities; and although they have opposite lines of dipping, yet it seems to follow as
a matter of course that there is a point or line from which each respective rise takes place and which line
seems remarkably corroborated by the united facts of the water level range of the various collieries
throughout the field: this line then I assume to lie as from Fisherow [?Fisherrow?] in Mid Lothian to Elie in
Fife, or in a direction varying from North 6 [?] to North East although to the eastward of Elie I am well
aware that south easterly dips also exist; that these may be the result of irregularities in the field of which
there can be no demonstrative reasoning. Now to the north west and south the outcrop of this immense
basin is distinctly pointed out by the under-lying limestone, but I am not aware that it is so well defined
towards the east. I should be inclined to think that the coal basin now treating of … was
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again outcropped before reaching the lime district of Balgone and although the neighbourhood of Dunbar
is undoubtedly carboniferous, yet I am inclined to think that it does not belong to the Mid Lothian district.
Dumfermline [Dunfermline] district
In this district the celebrated splint coal prevails as well as parrot in the eastern part of the colliery
(Waterloo pit) adjoining to that of Sir P Durham, the following series exist viz:
Feet

Inches

At

14 fathoms from surface

No 3 seam

4

0

Further

4 - ditto -

Five feet seam

3

6

- Ditto -

11 - ditto -

Splint coal

3

9

29 Total

The upper coal is inferior, the second is a pretty fair rough coal, but the splint is the most valuable, being
worth on board of ship 7s/6d per ton. In the western part of the colliery and on the rise side of the slip
dyke of. … fathoms, the parrot coal is found in immense extent, but as it is attended with a great deal of
water, and as it dips northward one in twelve, it will be exceedingly difficult to command, beyond the the
range of the surface level which has been executed for 400 yards.
Section of Strata at Mary Pit

Feet Inches

At

11 fathoms Three feet coal - soft

3

6

Further

14 - ditto -

3

9

Parrot

25
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Section of Parrot Coal
Rough coal

1

6

Bad - ditto -

6

Band

6

Parrot - good
[Total]

1

3

3

9

Below here the stratification has been proved as follows:
Fathoms
25
At

22

Feet Inches
Eight feel coal
Top coal not wrought

Band

2

6

10

0

Bottom coal

3

4

Further

35

Five feel coal

4

0

- Ditto -

6

Splint coal

3

6

88 Total

Scarcely any of these coals save the splint, rank above the value of chews, and are not worth more on
board of ship than 4s’6d per ton.
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Newcastle on Tyne, July 10th 1835.
Report - Lords of Mold
In the latter end of April last I examined part of the mineral property of the Lords of Mold, but as during my
former survey, I went intro a general explanation of the principal operations then going on; I will now
merely notice what additional observations seem to arise out of this my second visit.
1 Mold Town Colliery
Since my last visit here a sinking of the engine pit has been accomplished to the depth of 20 yards below
the seam and a stone mine run out to the dip, with a view of gaining an additional streak of coal, but the
communication between has not yet been accomplished, this will be the means of prolonging the duration
of the colliery, but it is rather an unprofitable means of working. The price of coal on pit top varies from

6s/8d to 7s/6d per ton of 20 cwt, and the annual sales about 9,000 or 10,000 tons which at 1/7th of royalty
rent averages about £40 per month. It seems very desireable that the accounts at this colliery should not
only be better methodized, but also returns sent more frequently to Mr. Sisson (say once a month) to affect
this object we agreed upon a form of return to be regularly filled up and transmitted - at the same time
there is a check agent employed but he is so old and infirm that I do not apprehend he is able to take any
very active part in
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the mining or account departments.
Argoed Colliery
Is let to a company of persons; a new winning of 50 fathoms deep has been effected during the last year,
but it. Is a very short distance from the old workings and therefore will not command a very extensive tract
of coal; the seams lie in the following rotation:
Fathoms

Feet Inches Feet Inches

At

40

Holland coal scarcely considered of sufficient quality
for working

3

9

Further

20

Brassey coal - ditto -

2

3

- Ditto -

40

Main coal seam

7

3

100

Top coal inferior heft

0

9

Good coal

2

0

Kennel and other divisions good

3

0

Bench inferior

1

6

Total

Owing to the looseness of the roof, the top coal is left standing, but otherwise the seam is very favourably
circumstanced, not only for cheap working, but for obtaining a very large proportion of the coal; but in
order to do that and also to maintain the mine in a permanent state, a considerable less quantity of coal
ought to be taken away in the first instance, than is now practicing, leaving the pillars more adequate to
bear up the roof until the proper time arrives for taking them away by a second working. I should therefore
strongly recommend both for the interest of all parties that the pillars in the first instance should be left
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of not less dimensions than 20 yards by 6 yards, driving the intermediate boards from 2 yards to 5 yards
wide as circumstances may suit. Without taking this precaution I am of opinion that a creep will overtake
the present system and be the means of destroying a great quantity of coal which would otherwise be
obtained, for I calculate that by the present mode 1/4th of the mine is lost which is an important defect to
remedy. The machinery and shaft which are quite new, are very well laid out for work, and the pumping
engine upon a good and sufficient scale, but the colliery is pretty heavily watered. The situation of this
colliery being much inferior to Mold as to trade, the coals only give at the pit top from 5s/6d to 6s/- per
ton, and the sale also is much limited, but I think if properly carried on it should do very well for the Lessees
and give a lasting revenue to the Lords.
Coed Talon Works
As the Lessors or their agents have very little influence over the working of mines carried under such
extensive powers as those possessed by the proprietors of those works, my principal object in visiting them
was to assist Mr. Sisson in arranging a more satisfactory mode of returning statements of their produce,

and upon which the royalty is levied than is at present practiced. The following scale of royalty is provided
for by the Lease.
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1/7th Royalty rent upon the amount sales of all coals sold as such. Also 3s/- for every ton weight of iron
made thereby, when the price thereof upon the Furnace Bank shall not exceed £4 per ton. When the
value exceeds £4 per ton but under £6 , 4s/- per ton royalty rent. When above £10 value, the royalty rent
to be 10s/- per ton. The said ton to consist of 21 cwt. of 120 lbs each or 2520 lbs. The certain rent is £400
per annum. The mode of ascertaining the price of iron is by the quarterly sales at Wolverhampton after
making a deduction of 6s/- per ton for leading the same to the River Dee where it is shipped. The accounts
of the company are checked by one of the workmen selected by the Lessors, but who works for the Lessees
and receives labouring wages from them. These works as well as the collieries are also occasionally visited
by a Mine Agent, but who I fear is too old and inform to take any very active part in such overlooking. On
looking therefore into the important interests of the Lords of Mold in these collieries and iron works, it
occurs to me that a much more effective communication ought to be kept up not only in the overlooking of
them but also a much more frequent and satisfactory return of their transactions ought to be had, I
therefore with Mr. Sissons assistance sketched out a form to be filled up and transmitted monthly to the
following effect: 1st Daily produce and disposal of each furnace. 2nd Weekly account of make, stock and
sales. 3rd Daily account of coals used at the works exclusive of the making of iron and the working of coals.
4th Daily account of coals sold by landsale.
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5th Daily account of coals consumed by the workmen. Such return as this would enable the agents of the
Lords to become intimately acquainted with the concerns, whereas at present a good deal of mystery
exists. If I might take the liberty I would also suggest that an active understanding person might be very
well employed in the regular overlooking of these mines, especially if he could also be made to overlook
those producing lead. At same time I think the Lessees of the coal mines might also be put into a much
more improved method of carrying on their operations, but in this the Lessors cannot interfere further than
to check irregular working - for so much latitude is given to tenants and so much is due to custom and
prejudize [prejudice] that it is very difficult to enforce any specific plan without a desire of improvement
emanates from the Lessee. I am certainly under that impression with regard to the collieries especially that
if the Town Colliery which I think might be new modelled vastly to the benefit of all parties.
Matthias Dunn
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Wallsend Colliery, 19th August 1835.
To Messrs. George Johnson, Nicholas Wood, Thomas Morriss and Matthias Dunn. Gentlemen, The
measures recommended in your report of the 18th Ulto [ultimo - last month] for restoring the ventilation
of the Bensham Seam workings in this colliery, having been carried into effect, as far as circumstances will
permit until the furnaces are relighted; I have therefore to request that you will be so good as to examine
the present state of the workings and the ventilation thereof and report on the following points. 1st As to
the present state of the general ventilation of the colliery, and also of the several currents of air, and say
whether you find them in such a state as to admit the furnaces being lighted with safety, you will please to
point out such steps as you may think best calculated for accomplishing that object in the shortest time.
2nd In the event of your finding that the furnaces may be safely lighted, you will please point out what
measures should be adopted for restoring the colliery to a safe working state with the least possible delay.
3rd You will also point out in which of the divisions of the workings, coal work ought first to commence and
4th You are requested to state in what manner you would recommend the workings to be ventilated and
lighted in future so as to afford the greatest degree of safety to
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the workmen, that the circumstances of the colliery will allow.
Signed - John Buddle

Newcastle, August 20th 1835.
Sir, We have examined the present state of the workings of Wallsend Colliery, and the ventilation
therefore, and beg leave to answer the several questions addressed to us.
1st As to the present state of etc.
We first examined the state of the ventilation in the G Pit, and find the current of air ventilating the
working in the whole mine and which is intended to be passed through the B Pit furnace to be in so good a
state as to allow that furnace to be lighted with safety. The ventilation of the pillar workings or eastern
district is now partially restored and when the furnace is lighted will be in a short time completely so. In
the C Pit we find an attempt has been made to restore the ventilation by the aid of a waterfall as
recommended in our former report; this mode has not been found to carry off the great discharge of gas
from the north east part of the mine in a sufficiently effective and diluted state, as to allow the A Pit
furnace to be lighted with safety. We therefore advise the adoption the other alternative mentioned in our
former report, viz, that the air should be taken direct from the C Pit
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shaft to the A Pit furnace, by which that furnace may likewise be lighted with safety - and that the
ventilation of this Pit’s workings be then restored by means of the pipe drift into the B Pit shaft.
2nd By means of your finding, etc
When the furnaces are lighted and in full operation, we presume that the currents of air will be so
increased as to fully restore the ventilation. Supposing that the drawing of coals will for the present be
confined to the G Pit, the air passing through the first north west district south of the separation stopping
described previously will enable the whole mine workings of that district to are resumed with safety. And
the air passing through the eastern district will likewise be sufficient for putting the second north east
district of pillars in a working state. The third south east district of pillars may be also added to the G Pit by
ventilating those workings in the same manner as previous to the accident. These three districts will be
presume, supply the requisite vend for the colliery for some time.
3rd You will please to point out, etc
We recommend that as soon as the ventilation is completely restored throughout the colliery, the second
north east, the first north west, and the third south east districts should be set to work as circumstances
may suggest.
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4th You are requested to state etc
We have already pointed out the mode by which the various workings of the colliery should be ventilated,
we think it adviseable wherever practicable, to shut off by dams, the districts entirely worked out, having
discharging pipes thro’[through] the dams into the return drift, by which means these districts will be
effectually insulated from the general workings of the mine. Looking forward to the very probable increase
of the pillar working we would also recommend that the A Pit furnace should be furnished with a pipe drift
etc. similar to the B Pit. With regard to the mode of lightning in the pillar working the safety lamps should
be exclusively used. In the whole mine there are places in the north east district in the C Pit which we find
cannot be worked with candles, but there are other districts where candles may be used with safety,
therefore the use of them in the whole mine must be left to the discretion of the Viewer of the Colliery.
We are Sir, Your obedient servants,
Signed: George Johnson, Nicholas Wood, Thomas Morris, Matthias Dunn
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Newcastle on Tyne, December 31st 1835.
Report - Mostyn Colliery
Since my visit to this colliery in April last, the explorations have been going progressively forward but have
not produced that increase of quantity which might naturally have been expected from so large a field of
working and with such an excellent demand for coals. The Engine Pit has just completed the sinking to the

Durbog seam in depth of 83 fathoms, but seems just to have fallen contact with the great fault east which
is seen to pass near the Honest Man; and as the coal is supposed to throw the coal up to the eastward at
least 60 yards it will eventually give a new extensive working in all the seams to this part of the colliery by
means of stone drifting, but this will not be attempted by the present Lessees without a renewed lease. The
coal shaft is only as yet sunk down the two yard seam, but will eventually be continued to the Durbog. The
five yard seam continues working at three different ranges, the lowest of which is at the 100 yard level lying
open towards the north, where the working leak a good deal of salt water but as fast as the leading places
intersect new fissures, the old ones cease to run so that no increase of water has been experienced from
approaching the bed of the River Dee. The three yard coal is also yielding a fair proportion of coal
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from two different levels, but on approaching the south boundary is much troubled and lies very steep; this
seam produces about equal quantities as the five foot. The two yard is also commanded at two different
ranges, but from its very troubled state towards the south is not producing very large quantities at present,
although it is a very good seam along the northern line. The Durbog is working upon a limited scale to the
Chain Pit, the seam is good but the roof is loose and heavy and the pavement soft; moreover it is so very
inadequately aired that it is only sometimes that the working can be carried on without interruption - to
remedy this latter evil they are opening out an old shaft within the wood which is now discovered to be
sunk to this seam; and it is intended to fit it up with a ventilating furnace which seems imperatively called
for in point of safety as well as effective working. As all the coal to westward of Honest Man may now be
said to be in command, the Lessees will henceforward be much relieved from the constant stone drifting
heretofore carried on, and will have a few years of profitable working in these pits; which on being made
more powerful by an increased engine on Eytons Pit: the Chain Pit too is preparing to be applied more
extensively to the raising of coals from the lower seams, so that in the course of a few months the means of
drawing will be considerably increased. The Roger Pit has now completed its explorations through the old
workings of the two yard coal pushed to the northern extremity (660 yards) and is beginning to lay open in
the whole coal underneath the River Dee; an upper range of the same seam
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is also in work where the workings are most critically situate as regards the bed of the river and between
which there are not more than 24 yards of stratification. In this quarter a caution is called for, and I would
not recommend in the present stage of working that less than the present cover should be left on, and that
the pillars should be spared for the present and left at least 5 yards thick. The Thomas Pit has also been
resumed in the three yard coal, but has not as yet got into any material working. The Rhewl Pit is doing a
little in the Durbog seam for without some extensive drifting to prove the nature of the ground beyond the
great fault in the Park, no important produce can be expected here. I am sorry to find the plans have not
been at all filled up since my last visit which is an irregularity that will I hope in future be remedied for it is
most material to see the exact position of the workings where so near an approach is making to the river,
and without being regularly carried on they cannot be expected to be accurately done. The course of
improvement in the harbour is going on slowly but progressively - the mound across the marsh to enclose a
new basin is completed and a sluice way made underneath the waggon way, with a view of sweeping away
the far space towards the gutter, thereby to construct new loading places: what with digging and washing a
good deal has been done here and which gives great additional room for vessels. The waggon way mound
is also widening by raising up the cuttings from the intended basin which will about complete
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all that is intended to be done until the spring; when that arrives I would recommend a spirited start to be
made to sweep out not only the harbour but also the new made reservoir; the substitution of the West
Quay with stone, the planting of a ballast engine, and the continuation of the embankment down the west
side of the gutter, and below the warehouse and also improvements which cannot too quickly be put into
execution. The advantage of having an active intelligent person as Harbour Master is so self evident, that I
fancy matters are already arranged for his appointment, to be paid equally by Mr. Mostyn and his Lessees.
I cannot conclude this short report without expressing my conviction of the permanent and promising
prospects of Mostyn Colliery, both as regards the landlord and tenants, and my satisfaction with the cordial

manner in which they so properly unite for the general good; at the same time I do think that a
considerable greater produce might now have been resulting since so increasing a demand for coals
continues; until lately a great proportion of these coals were sent over to Ireland and elsewhere upon
freight and consigned to agents upon which great drawbacks were in may cases suffered; but at present
they can sell any quantity direct to the vessels for good payments, and at prices varying from 5s/6d to 7s/per ton with every prospect of realising a moderate advance which I would strongly recommend as it is
enforcing all along the western coast of England. To raise more quantity, improved engine power and
people are wanted; the form is in progress, but I would also suggest
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the propriety of an extended number of colliers houses being built by Mr. Mostyn who would not only
receive 10 per cent direct return, but supposing every house to produce 600 tons of coals per annum upon
which Mr. Mostyn receives 8d per = £20 rent, it will shew a return of 30 or 40 per cent for his capital. The
subject of enclosing some additional ground from the river to the eastward with a view of carrying forward
a waggon way towards Greenfield and perhaps eventually establishing a coal depot there, was fully
explained in my last report and considerably canvassed during my stay at Mostyn; therefore I need scarcely
say more than again to recommend that it should not be lost sight of, for such a measure might very
possibly lead to the erection of an iron furnace which would give a valuable market to the abundant fields
of ironstone contained in this property.
Flint Colliery
Four pits are presently at work in this colliery, viz Altgoch - working some scraps of 4 feet pillars. Green Pit is working the 4 feet coal by long wall. Smoky Pit - the low four feet coal which is considerably troubled.
Bryn Cock - is beginning a new field of the four feet seam at the depth of 84 fathoms. The main hopes of
this colliery depends on the large tract of four feet coal attached to the Bryncock Pit, the opening out of
which I am sorry to say is by no means progressing fast enough either for the interests of landlord or
tenant; I
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have often regretted that in cases like the present where employed only on the part of the landlord, and he
having no control over the proceedings of the tenant except for wilful injurious working, that the
advantages which might be derived from other experience are so often lost; for in the owners and
operatives of coal mines are not infrequently so wedded to their own ways and so little disposed to view
matters with relation to improvements; that they neither originate nor adopt those alterations which are
gradually taking place in quarters where more extensive practice may render the subject better
understood. I have no hesitation in saying that for want of an ordinary attention to the points a great deal
of money has been unnecessarily expended in the fitting up of this pit; still greater sums have been lost by
delay and after all now that the pit is established the difficulties of raising quantity are apparent, for
instance what could be greater imprudence than delaying the erection of a winding engine until after the
pit was sunk with a great loss of time and increased expense attendant on horses: another great drawback
was inefficient airing and great unnecessary outlay in effecting it by a bad uncertain exploded method. The
shaft was completed to the coal last March, and at present there are only 6 working places, whereas if
properly laid out it should now have been able to raise 200 tons per day. The re-establishment of this part
of the colliery should also have induced some improved rail ways and carriages rather than perpetuate the
rude ones now in use, but as I before remarked these are points upon which the landlord has little
interference. There seems every prospect of a good demand for these
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coals, and was the Bryn Cock pit but established in quantity a very considerable revenue will arise from this
colliery.
Mold Coal and Iron Royalty
Town Colliery - The general aspect of this colliery is improving but with very little better mechanical
arrangement. The under dip workings are now in a state of tolerable efficiency and where the coal is good,
one of the chains for drawing coals has been taken out of the ….. and led down the engine shaft which
has made matters a good deal more convenient than heretofore. The weekly raisings are from 130 to 180

tons and the weekly average selling prices about 6s/8d per ton which should make the Lessee a very fair
return were the colliery carried forward with more spirit and science. The coal is now bringing from the
distance of 600 yards from the shaft and with very inapt rail ways etc. The tract of coal at present in work
lying to the south is fast expending, that to the north being hitherto dissevered by an upthrow dyke a little
to the northward of the shaft, but if Mr. Isaacs is right the amount of the upthrow is ascertained to be 13
fathoms and beyond which the coal can be obtained for a very durable working by means of a stone drift at
that level from the shaft, he also says there is a good sinking ground in that quarter if needed, and clear of
the gravel which prevails over this neighbourhood. A general plan of the properties contiguous to the
Town with the workings underneath each is highly necessary as from the
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very imperfect dialings little dependance can be placed upon the quantities respectively wrought out of
each. The sales of this colliery are confined to the country and some contracts with the mines being
deprived of the advantages of shipping at the Dee like Argoed, the charge of conveying thither which would
be at least 3s/6d per ton. It appears that a rail-way was once projected from the neighbourhood of Coed
Talon past the town of Mold to the River Dee, which upon examination would appear a very feasible
project, as the produce of the coal, lead, and iron mines would at once form a very substantial tonnage to
begin with; I should therefore well worth revision in the present day when citral is so abundant for this sort
of speculation.
Argoed Colliery
This work is beginning to look much more flourishing than when I say [?saw] it in April last, they are raising
now about 400 tons per week out of the main coal seam, the average sales of which at the pit is about
5s/8d per 20 cwt. The landsale is rather limited, but they have lately got into a connection for selling on
ship board at Kings Ferry at so high a price as
s.

s.

d.

8

4 Per ton

2

6

Leaving at pit

5

10

The landsale price is

6

8

The Cartage thither

Wharface

2

d.

3

3

At less than these prices the colliery should leave a handsome
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return to the Lessees and as it is let at 1/7th Royalty, leaves to the Lords about £15 per week Royalty. As
the tract of unwrought coal under this Lease is very limited, the Lessees are anxious to apply for an addition
which they say the Lords of Mold possess at a little distance from hence, and which will be proper to take
into consideration as they seem to be spirited colliers and have every prospect of increasing the
importance of the colliery rapidly; but they must be made to attend to the subject of my remarks in the last
report respecting the size of pillars to be left in the first instance. The accounts of this colliery seem to he
kept in a very concise and satisfactory manner with the Royalty Rent apportioned upon every weeks sales.
Coed Talon - Coal and Iron Works
These works are now in full activity with 3 furnaces going, two working with the recent hot air
improvement, the other with cold. As there has been a good deal of doubt expressed regarding the proper
accounting for and making up of these Royalty Rents under the existing agreement; accompanied by Mr.
Sisson I made a good deal of minute enquiries as to the mode of ascertaining the recorded consumptions,
during which I collected a good many practical results in the making of iron which may prove interesting to
some of the parties concerned. I shall therefore take leave to give the following extract.
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The highest price of coal sold is 6s/8d per ton of 2400 lb weight; workmen’s fire coal is all paid for at the
rate of 3s/4d per ton. Coals consumed in the foundry and other purpose apart from the smelting of iron
are all weighed and accounted for large coals at 5s.10d and slack at 4s/2d per ton. Average produce of iron
during a month:
Tons

Tons

No. 1

552

425

No. 2

694

No. 3

465

}

Sold above £4 = 4s/- per ton Royalty Rent
Sold under £4 = 3s/- per - ditto- ditto -

1320

Scraps 33
1711

The different results as between the hot and cold air furnaces are exhibited by the following abstract of a
months making.
Hot Air

Cold Air

No. 2

No. 2

Coal consumed in
heating the pipes

No. 3

Tons

Cwt

Tons

Cwt

Tons

Cwt

Tons

Cwt

1 week

69

13

115

6

181

13

48

3

2 - ditto -

51

15

113

9

247

7

46

5

3 - ditto -

51

2

143

7

228

9

54

4 - ditto -

103

15

100

2

208

7

51

13

Total

276

5

472

4

865

16

200

1

Tons of each sort of iron made during the above time
1 week

24

0

30

10

38

10

2 - ditto -

22

10

25

10

38

0

3 - ditto -

25

0

30

10

41

10

4 - ditto -

26

0

30

10

36

0

97

10

117

0

154

0 368 tons

10 cwt
Total

Thus the quantity of coal and slack consumed by the hot furnace = 4.43 coal for 1 of iron; and the cold air
furnace 5.62 tons for 1 ton of iron, but the saving of fuel is one of the least
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advantages of the hot air system, it is in the increased value of the iron that the principle gain is
experienced which is shewn by the following result during the same 4 weeks.
Hot Air

Cold Air

No 1 Furnace
Sorts No
1
3

No
2
0

5

No 2 Furnace

No
3
0

No
1

16

0

19

15

10

9

10

30

No
2
0

6

1

6

12

10

6

1

10

1

39

10

39

87

10

23

1
0

38

1 20
0

No 3 Furnace

No
3

2

0

9

1

10

15

No
1

No
2

10
10
10

3

10

Total

1

2

26

3

10

No
3

13

0

25

19

1
0

18

18

2
0

23

9

24

60

91

Cold air furnaces prospect of No 1 iron -

One in fifty one

Hot air - ditto - ditto -

126 in 214, above one half.

10

10
368.1
0

Less limestone is also consumed in the hot air furnaces, but the same qualities and proportions of coal and
limestone are used. The proportion of ironstone averages as follows in the raw state:
Tons

Cwt

White stone

111

6

Black shaly

162

18

Clod

30

5

This stone is calcined in kilns with slack or rubbish which operation is loses 1/4 or 1/5th. Total consumption
of coal in the making of iron from 17th Oct to 14th Nov 1835:
Tons

Cwt

Main coal to furnace yard

1324

14

Brassy coal - ditto -

360

0

Stone coal

10

9

Stone coal

10

9

Air furnace

30

6

Blast engine and fire

41

8

1737

7

[Forward]
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Tons

Cwt

Brought forward
Slack blast engine

445

18

Water engine

81

12

Mine kilns

29

7

Blast fires

203

1

Lathe engine

16

9

Ironstone during same month
Iron made - ditto No 1

163

10

No 2

83

10

No 3

131

10

}

Tons

Cwt

1737

7

776

7

2513

14

1315

13

378 10

Upon the whole the working accounts seem to be kept with great regularity, and the great desideratum
seems to be a proper ascertainment of the amount sales upon which the Royalty Rent is leviable. The
Glasgow market seems to be the criterion hitherto taken by the Lessees and the cost of delivery to Kings
Ferry deducted therefrom. The selling at or under £4 per ton has often been the subject of remark, but I do
not see how any change can be made with respect to it under the present bargain, beyond ascertaining by
the Lease which market was to rule this price and whether the quotation price was not to be taken without
any reference to actual sales, even without any deduction for carriage to the place of shipment, although I
think that will form a deduction. We had some doubts as to the distinctions being properly kept up as to
the quantities, as that most materially bears
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upon the sales, and we found that they were classed chiefly by the workmen on running off the furnaces,
and piled up in respective heaps. The main coal seam being both cheaper wrought and a coal of superior
quality, is much more considerably exhausted than the other seams; but I have no doubt that at the end of
the Lease, abundant quantities of both it and ironstone will remain by exploring beyond the faults which
bound the workings of the present colliery, but be that as it may the Landlords seem to have reserved no
control as to proportions to be wrought out of any particular seam, that being left entirely to the discretion
of the Lessees. The printed returns spoken of in my last report have not as yet been adopted, but I think if
they were so and a more frequent overlooking of those extensive subjects provided for, it would tend both
to prevent irregularity and to enable matters to put in a light much more easily examined into. An advance

in the price of iron is resulting from the increase demands for rail-ways both in this country and the
continent, so that the Lordship here may be expected to increase considerably. Upon the whole there is
every prospect of a general increased revenue from these properties and it remains to be seen by a
comprehensive map whether some of the parts remaining could not also be brought into profitable
occupancy, at same time I think they might be pushed with considerable greater effect.
Matthias Dunn
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Crowtrees Colliery
Memorandum of an Agreement made this 27th day of February 1836 between John Hopper Esquire of
Hedenham in the County of Norfolk on the one part, and William Hedley of Shield Row in the County of
Durham Colliery Viewers on the others part, that is to say First. The said John Hopper doth hereby agree to
make and execute a proper Lease to the said William Hedley his ex’ors [executors], adm’ors
[administrators] or assigns, and the said William Hedley doth accordingly hereby agree to accept the said
Lease of all and every the collieries or coalmines and seam or seams of coal as well opened as not opened,
or which can, shall, or may be won obtained and gotten, within out of and under all these two farms or
farmholds and the lands and grounds thereunto belonging situate and being at and called the Quarrington
farm, and the Heugh Hall farm within the township of Quarrington in the County of Durham and belonging
to, and in the possession of the Revd. Robert Hopper Williamson (the Lessee thereof under the see of
Durham) or of his under tenants with full power and authority to dig, sink for, and win and work the coals
within and from the said collieries or coalmines, and with liberty of sufficient pit room and heap room, and
of way and passage for all manner of horses and carriages to and from the same, and with all such other
rights, liberties and privileges as are, shall or may be requisite, needful, or convenient for the working of
the said collieries or coalminers, or the vending the coals to be gotten thereout.
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Second. The Term to be 21 years commencing from the 13th May 1836.
Third. The rent reserved by the said Lease to be £700 per annum or the following Tentale rents for the
customary ten of 440 balls upon all coal sold viz:
Five quarter coal

30s/- per ten

Main coal

23s/- - ditto -

Splint coal

15s/- - ditto -

Small coal

10s/- - ditto -

Through a screen not exceeding 8/16th of an inch in width; the said certain and Tentale rents to be paid
half yearly on the 30th June and 31st December of each year. Fourth. The Lessee to have the liberty to
make up short workings during any years of the Term. Fifth. Lessee to lay out the colliery as he may be
required by the Lessor’s Viewer for working to the best advantage with regard to pillar working and shall
work such proportion of pillars in each respective season as he be required to do; and any difference of
opinion to be settled by indifferent viewers, and an umpire if necessary. Sixth. The Lessee to have the
liberty of vacating the Lease by giving 12 months notice in writing to expire at the expiration of some year
of the said term; the colliery in every part being left open and regular according to the opinion of
indifferent viewers to be mutually appointed. Seventh. The Lessor of his Agent or Agents, Viewer or
Viewers or the Bishop of Durham his Agent or Agents, Viewer or Viewers to have liberty at all times to
examine the Overmen’s accounts, pay bills or other account concerning the
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carrying on of the said colliery and to take copies thereof, or extracts therefrom, or any part thereof in
order to ascertain the true quantity of coals wrought and sold. Eighth. The Lessee to pay all cesses and
taxes (Land Tax excepted). Ninth. The Lessee to pay all damages done to any house or other building in

working the colliery nor to work under any of the farm houses or other buildings which are now on
hereafter during the term to be built; excepting with drifts or water levels for the use of the colliery. Tenth.
Lessee to fill up and level all such pit heaps and roads and other spoiled ground as shall have been used by
him, and may not in future be necessary for the working and carrying on of the colliery, making the ground
ploughable if desired by the Lessors. Eleventh. Lessee binds himself to sink to and lay open the five quarter
coal and main coal seams and at the end of two years from the date of the Lease, the seams to be wrought
in equal proportions provided they can be done so to profit, and failing which the Lessor reserves to himself
the right of charging 10s/- per ten extra upon all coals out of the five quarter seam exceeding the quantity
out of the other seams. Twelvth [Twelfth]. The Lessee to work the colliery fairly and orderly, according to
the most approved method of working coalmines, leaving sufficient walls or pillars to support the roof
when required, and the necessary drifts and watercourses, not wittingly or willingly commit any act, matter
of thing which may occasion or hazard the drowning of the mine or any creep or thrust so as to cause the
loss or damage of any coal or other
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injury to the colliery. Thirteenth. The Lessee to keep regular plans of the workings in every seam of coal,
with all the dykes, excavations and other things delineated therein from time to time, to which plans the
Lessor or his Agent; the Bishop of Durham or his viewer are to have access at all times and to take copies or
abstracts therefrom as often as necessary. Fourteenth. The Lessee to leave a barrier of not less than 20
yards in every seam next to and adjoining every other boundary, which barrier is not to be thinned or
reduced without leave, nor to make any drifts or communication with any other colliery through the same.
Fifteenth. The Lessor or his Agent or Viewer to have liberty to measure or gauge the corves or waggons at
all times during the term. Sixteenth. The Lessor to have the option at the expiration or determination of
the agreement of taking all or any part of the coal engines or other materials at a fair valuation, by giving
three months notice of such his intention. Seventeenth. The Lessee to have six months after the expiration
of the Lease to remove all coal engines or other materials if not purchased by the Lessor.
Eighteenth. Should any dispute arise with respect to working or carrying on the colliery or any matter in
dispute at any time during the Lease, the same to be left to the determination of two indifferent viewers,
and on their disagreeing, then to an umpire chosen for that purpose after the usual manner.
Nineteenth. And it is mutually agreed that a proper Lease should be made and executed by the said parties
hereto if required
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at the expense of the Lessee pursuant to this present agreement; in which Lease should be inserted all
proper and usual covenants, clauses and agreements. Twentyeth [Twentieth]. The Lessee to have liberty
to building houses and other necessary buildings, with all other privileges and liberties as far as the Lessor
is entitled or enabled to grant the same by virtue of his Lease from the Lord Bishop of Durham, which
buildings are not be in such situations as to do as little damage to the ground as may be. Twenty first. The
Lessee not to make any roads through any garden or plantation without leave, nor break any pit after the
termination of the present Engine Pit within one hundred yards of any dwelling house without leave.
Twenty second. The Lessee to deliver up quitely [quietly] and peaceably the colliery, with all the drifts,
watercourses and air courses: free open upstanding and properly timbered and secured as a current going
colliery ought to be with one working pit in proper working repair and condition with eighteen months of
good water free coal provided there remains sufficient field of coal unwrought, as also all the houses,
buildings, hovels, built with stone or brick with all the roofing and other timbers together with all the railing
about the pits, and roads in sufficient repair and condition. Twenty third. Lessor reserves to himself the
customary rights of re-entering upon the colliery in case of the rents remaining unpaid for the space of 30
days after becoming due; or if the Lessee wilfully contravening any of the provision of the agreement.
Lastly. Lessee to be subject to every provision which is enacted by the deed of life renewal now ready for
execution from the Bishop of Durham to Mr. Hopper.
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Newcastle on Tyne March 1834
Report Heaton Colliery and its appendages

Were I called upon singly to report upon the various subjects contained in the requisition therefore
annexed I should feel it a case of difficulty, but when I consider that the subject is also to be investigated by
other professional Gentlemen well qualified for the task, and who will correct any misconception I may
entertain the responsibility is lightened, I shall therefore without further preface proceed to detail the
result of my observations upon the present state of the collieries and also my opinion as to the best course
of management for the future. The introductory minutes will serve to explain some of the minor points not
necessary to embody in the Report.
Present state of the Collieries
1st. Since the month of August last the D Pit alone has been working coals; averaging (double shift) about
800 of 20 peck corves per fortnight, for the purpose of exhausting the remaining pillars in Heaton and the
Spanish Close, so as to be enabled to vacate those leases and their heavy certain charges against May 1835;
the western workings have already receded very much and are now prosecuting at the distance of yards
from the shaft in a sett of pillars partly anctient [ancient] and partly modern. The old pillars being much
crushed naturally produce a great proportion of small coal and also require a great deal of shift works and
timber, but these expenses will gradually abate as the workings retire towards the shaft. A small portion of
coal is also working to the N.E. shaft
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With a view of forming water communication with the workings of Benton Pit, so as to render this engine
applicable (if required) to the drawing of Benton water, but the result this intention is questionable. The
engine upon this shaft is a double powered cylinder 54 inches diamr [diameter] pumping all at one end partly with 17 inch pumps made up with double columns of 13 inch pumps. The engine with a 61/2 ft feet
stroke has upon the average 61/2 strokes per minute day and night. The skreens are partly stoping and
partly flat 1/2 inch wide the entire height of Heapstead being under 12 feet, is not only against the
economy of labour but also tends in my opinion to an increased breakage of coals by requiring a great deal
of shovelling work. The shorts due upon these properties from Pulleine & Partners are now about £300.
2nd Benton Pit
This Pit is completely laid open to an extensive field of coal, at present lying in reserve: the rolleyways and
workings are in such state as could in a very few days resume full coal work. The royalties attached to this
establishment are those of Long Benton and Baliol College, bounded by Heaton, Bigges Main and the Main
Dyke in all about 300 acres yet unwrought the whole coal over all this tract is wrought away but the pillars
average 20 yards by 6 are in a very favourable condition for working and may produce on a rough estimate
from 250 to 300,000 chaldrons of ship coals: the rolleyways are to level that one horse conveys 8 corves
throughout.
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The pumping engine has an open tipped cylinder 72 inches with air pumps and condenser but capable of
being made double powered at a moderate expense the pumps are 13 inches diameter with an 8 feet
stroke, the water required about 10 strokes per minute for 9 hours in the day. The pit is situated
contiguous to the Coxlodge waggon way which presents a very favourable route for conveying the coals to
the Staith, but owing to some misunderstanding, the produce of this pit has always been brought by the
Heaton waggon way to the D Pit and thence to the Staith at a considerable extra expense. No coals have
been raised here since the D Pit was wrought day and night:- the shorts upon this part of the property only
amounts to about £750.,
3rd Bigges Main
This Colliery has now been held at dead rent of £600 per annum during 8 years, the accumulation of which
now amounts to about £5,000 in addition to which there has been an expenditure of about £4,000 in the
building of a winding engine, the laying of waggon way and the reopening of the C Pit to the depth of 36
fathoms where the operations have been rather unexpectedly stopped by water. The pit has been widened
to 121/2 feet with a view of receiving one of the engines from the Old Colliery at its termination until which
nothing more is intended here. The above without going into unnecessary detail is the general outline of
the colliery property now under consideration, and as no advantage can result from any
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Retrospective remarks, I will shortly state what line of management occurs to me as best calculated to
advance the interest of the company from henceforth.
1st D Pit
The principal drawbacks upon the working of this pit are 1st the heavy shift and waste bills. 2nd the great
proportion of small made, and 3rd the lowness of the skreens at pit heap.
1st There must I am aware, always be a very considerable quantity of jobbing shift work in so extensive a
tract of crept workings but I beg respectfully to suggest the experiment of letting from month to month by
proposal or otherwise the preparing and keeping in order the working parts of the pit. The Overman-ship
in that case merely comprising the current inspection and attendance on the men; with regard to the
number of persons employed and their respective wages, it is impossible to lay down any specific rule for
as the workings are gradually approaching the shaft - the working charges will naturally decrease.
2nd. The most effective remedy in my opinion for the cost and inconvenience of the vast proportion of
small coals unavoidably produced from crept pillars, is by encouraging the hewers to stow them away
which is here practised to a considerable extent being in many cases, paid for at the rate of 31/2 corves,
stowed for 20 sent to bank. I am not quite aware as to whether this principle is followed up to the very
fullest extent, but I am of
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opinion that it is one of the most important branches of economy in the conduction of this colliery: I would
therefore recommend the most effectual means to be adopted for stowing to the greatest possible extent
either by hand or by riddling according to the situation of the workings. Nothwithstanding the proportion
of small coals stowed underground I find the deficiency in the year 1833 as follows:
Total scores

20309 =

Vend by sea large coals

20309

-Ditto- by land - Ditto -

2996

42310 Chalders

23305
19005

Exclusive of rusty (1839 chaldrons)

Of the above 19005 chalders produced only 9700 have been sold, the rest being either consumed by the
colliery or burnt. I also beg to state my opinion that considerable benifit [benefit] would be derived upon
this head by the adoption of a sett of new skreens about 20 feet high with well adapted bars set
proportionally narrower the advantage of which would not only be a more effectual separation of the dust
and consequent improvement of the coals, but another beneficial effect of such improved screens would
be the saving of labour and breakage: for the new skreens might be contrived to pass both round and small
coals intro the waggons without any shovelling on apparatus, whereas at present a great deal of both is
required. I am not unaware of the objection that may be urged on account of the short term of this pit but
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standing that I submit that they would amply repay the expense and be easily removed to Benton or Bigges
Main Colliery, when no longer wanted here therefore recommend them to be erected without delay.
2nd Benton Pit
I do not see much to observe regarding this pit as it may be many months before it again resumes coal
work excepting the rolly-ways which are fitted up with plates of tram way fashion and 18 inch wheels. This
sort of application is considerably inferior to the edge rail with larger wheels, but it is questionable how far
it would be advisable to make so extensive a change as to remodel them especially as the rolly-ways are so
favourably circumstanced otherwise. The policy of sending these coals down the Coxlodge waggon way is
so self evident that observation is unnecessary. I would not advise the shifting of this engine to Bigges

Main at all, inasmuch she can be made at a moderate expense vastly superior to the D pit engine and fitted
up with larger pumps will completely command all the Old Colliery waters during the working of the Benton
Pit.
3rd Bigges Main
On considering that this property comprises upwards of 500 acres and the great sum of money already
embarked, I think there can be no doubt as to the policy of completing the winning as soon as Heaton and
the Spanish Closes shall have become vacated and which considering the materials already on hand, cannot
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I think exceed 10000 or £11000 including the growing rent which will in the meantime accumulate about
E£2,000 with regard to the cost of producing the ship coals the Company must be aware that it will vary
according to the ever-changing circumstances of the workings; but forming a judgement by the facts now
so completely developed at Heaton, I am of opinion that with the aid of the great surplus stock and the
reduction of rents that will come in from the Old Colliery, the round coals will be delivered on board of ship
for 18s/- or 19s/- per chaldron.
Recapitulation
In order that I may render myself clearly understood upon the principal subjects of remark I will sum up the
foregoing observations under the following heads. 1st. To continue working all the colliery sales out of the
D pit by the stowing of small coals to obtain the greatest possible quantity of ship coals during the day and
to economize at Bank by the aid of good skreens. 2nd. To prepare to quit the Heaton and Spanish Closes at
May 1835 unless it shall appear that another full years work of coal shall remain, so as to enable an
important working of shorts to be realised. 3rd. To impose and double the power of the Benton engine
with a view of eventually fitting it up with 17 or 18 inch pumps so as to command all the Old Colliery
waters. 4th. To do nothing more at `Bigges Main until after
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May 1835 excepting any preparations for receiving the present D Pit pumping engine which will then be
removed thither, furnished with the pumps now in the present Benton Pit. With regard to the wages of the
people, I do not see that they are more than the neighbouring collieries, and as to the number they will
now gradually decrease with the diminished wear and tear of the D Pit workings a reduction of the number
of people as well as of the wear and tear will also I think render a reduction of horses practicable. The
coals are vended exclusively by the Fitting Office without the aid of Brokers, therefore when the coals do
not sell they are freighted to London: during the last year about 14000 chalders have been thus faced off.
It is difficult to say whether better could have been made of this department under the unparalleled
adversity of the time but am apt to suppose that should the trade again become open the coals would
realise more money by allowing brokerage and vending more to the coast. The Fitting Office rent seems
high £63. With respect to that part of the request relative to the agency department and their salaries I
must beg leave to decline offering an opinion inasmuch, as the acting proprietors and all gentleman well
conversant with the duties and the customers remuneration. On analysing the accounts of the collieries I
find the bona fide receipts up round coal during the year 1833 have averaged 17s/5d per chalder and the
neat coast exclusive of outlay foreign to the current working 19s/10d leaving 2s/5d per chalder deficiency
or a loss of about £2600
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but as sundry reductions have already taken place and will necessary follow during the current year and the
coast price should I think decrease about 1s/- per chalder.
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Newcastle 30 June 1834
Report Kings Pit Colliery
Having during my visit to the colliery in June 1833 been accompanied by Mr. Pulleine and conversed with
him upon the various circumstances of the colliery I did not think it necessary to render any written report
at that time. But having revisited the colliery during the last month, I beg before committing to writing a
short statement of the condition of the colliery and its prospect to transcribe a copy of my original minute

made upon the spot as generally descriptive of matters, adding such observation as have occurred to me
since.
Copy of Minutes from Books 1833 and 1834
As the preceeding minutes embrace so much of what will otherwise have composed a formal report I feel it
unnecessary to trouble Mr. Pulleine with my additional observations but a few remarks seem necessary.
The close connection of the colliery with that of Tanhill and its Lessees has proved highly beneficial both in
a mineral point of view and otherwise of the latter colliery being drained by surface coal has been enabled
to relieve Kings Pit quarter at little or no expense and as the Lessees by holding an interest in both as well
as the only other competing collieries are enabled to maintain a species of monopoly the fruits of which are
a good profit to themselves as well as a very liberal rent to the Royalty proprietors. The amount of sales
are found not sufficient to cover the certain rent graduates out of each Royalty,
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but they are regulated proportionably to each. The working out of Kings Pit Colliery since the entry of the
present Lessees are as follows

From November 1829 to May 1, 1830

1638

4500

2862

Year ended May 12, 1831

3259

4500

1241

- Ditto - May 5, 1832

3327

4500

1173

- Ditto - May 4, 1833

3495

4500

1005

- Ditto - May, 1834

3417

4500

1083

The mine has hitherto been wrought by taking away a large proportion of the coal in the first working
leaving the pillars only a yard or two thick, the consequence of which has been that throughout a great
tract of the old workings - altho [although] the highest and least part of the mine - the expence [expense]
of clearing for them has been found more than they are worth. The Lessees have therefore consented to
try the effect of leaving pillars 6 yards broad and 20 or 25 yards long which will in my opinion have the
effect of not only moving completely and exhausting the coal, but will also tend to produce a larger
proportion of round coal during the working. There is yet a large extent of whole coal remaining in the
property which will maintain the rent for a great many years altho [although] there is every reason to
expect that the coal thins and deteriorates towards the east. The Lessees upon the whole are conducting
the work very economically but they might I think make more of it by improving their underground
arrangements however that is a subject that does not come within the landholders province.
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Newcastle June 1834
Report - Mold Coal & Iron Mines
Having in the middle of last month in company Mr. I. Sisson inspected a considerable portion of the Coal
and Iron property belonging to the Lords of Mold and situate in the County of Flint, I shall without further
preface proceed to describe in general terms the present state of matters and throw out such suggestions
as have occurred to me as tending to advantage the said proprietors.
1st Mold Town Colliery
This Colliery carried on by a company Mr. Isaac, is working out of three properties viz: The Lords of Mold &
Messrs. Jones and Cook, as no regular plan of the extent and situation of these Royalties and the workings
therein was shewn to us we did not ascertain the exact position of each - but we understood that dealings
in underground surveys were made from time to time to ascertain the quantity of coals wrought from each
respective property and the accounts stated accordingly. The principal engine is situate upon the Lords
property but as the sinking intended in that place was interrupted by gravel and an unexpected flow of

water the pit was given up and a new one sunk in Mr.
At the distance of 400 yards the pumps being
wrought by sliding rods from the said engine, notwithstanding the above inconvenient distance. In the
Mold working the coal seams lie as follows:
Ft

Ins

At 14 yards from surface Holland coal not good here

6

0

Further 15 yards - ditto - Brass coal also inferior

3

0

Ft

Ins

5

6
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Further 25 yards from surf Main coal now working

Total 54 which is the lowest seam ascetained

The district is much infested with gravel beds the roof of the coal is brittle, and the pavement softish but
above all the custom of the country has induced the Lessees to work to work the coal the long wall fashion
according to the draining and explanation hereto annexed whereby 1/3 of the seam is stowed back as small
coal. We had no opportunity of expecting [?inspecting?] the Lease of the colliery so as to as ascertain
whether any precise mode of working was thereby instructed - nor is it in general a subject with which the
landlord or his agents either materially interfere or interest themselves taking it for granted that the Lessee
is the best judge of the peculiar circumstances which ought to guide forming the principal of working, but
which upon that subject this I beg to remark that I have often under similar circumstances experienced the
ill effect of the Lessee standing as it were apart and independant for the Lessor whereas under an united
enquiry alterations of measures might be suggested mutually advantageous, for at the same time that I am
inclined to allow all due wright to local experience, yet a good deal also might be gathered from
professional persons of sound description who are in the habit of seeing various principles and their results
experimented upon the interests of the landlord and tenant in one especial point are alike viz: The
procuring of the greatest quantity of large coal from the mine with the least possible expence
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for every deviation from these principles operates both against the landlord and tenant, under this feeling I
am inclined to think that the present long wall mode of working is not the best mode of procuring large
coals inasmuch as the continual crush that is impending converts every considerable proportion of the
mine into small coal which would under a different system be large thereby operating against the mine
proprietor, but without the Lessee would be induced to try the effects of an altered plan it is unnecessary
to extend these remarks further than to state my opinion that a principle might be enacted more profitable
both to the Lords ands their tenants. The coal to the northward of working pit is thrown up to the
supposed height of 27 yards , which renders that quarter unaccessible without some further operation - of
stone drifting or sinking. The output of the mine is divided into three sorts, viz:

S

D

Large coal which is sold for

7

6 Per ton of 20 cwt

Second or chinly [?chinley] coal

6

4

Riddled small

3

10

The average daily workings are about 36 tons of large and second coal, but being a good deal crushed by
the roof pressure a considerable proportion of small is produced at the pit heap which is separated by hand

riddles. There is no regular Lessee of this department to the Lordship, but I understand the leading
features of the agreement stand as follows:
1. Quantity of statute acres about
.
2. 2. Term … year from
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3. Annual sleeping rent of £ … or at the option of Lords … part of amount sales at pit, winding engine and
the chains upon the coal pit being considered unsafe the only road to and from the mine is by the
dangerous and inconvenient alternative of perpendicular ladders - then which nothing can be worse
calculated to the safety and efficiency of the colliery. Upon the whole I am of opinion that were this
colliery conducted upon a more improved and spirited principle it would by cheapening the cost give the
Lessees such a command over their competitors and consequent extension of their sales as would
considerably advance the interests both of Lessors and Lessees.
Argoed Colliery
Feet

Inches

At 16 yards from surface Holling coal

Unworkable

2

0

Further 30 yards Brassy coal

- Ditto -

6

0

- Ditto - 40 yards Main coal

Good

9

0

Total 86

This colliery leased exclusively from the Lords of Mold is only in preparation with their new sinking, which I
am led to understand has but a limited field of main coal to depend upon - indeed in certainty above 12
acres. The range of seams it will appear are the same as at the Town Colliery, but the main coal is in
greater perfection here. The new custom of the colliery has been to work as a preparatory measure by stall
and room renewing the taking away of the pillars, from an after operation the pillars so left, average about
6 yards by 3 yards and the witched or excavations 41/2 yards wide - taking away in the first instance about
3/4 of the mine with a view of
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obtaining the remainder at a future period. This is somewhat similar to the principle that I would
recommend for the working of the Town Colliery but in both cases, I would leave a much larger proportion
of pillar in the preparatory working other advantages to the Lessee would accrue in the Lessors
consumption of labour and material and the introduction of a more improved mode of carrying the
produce along the mine, and vastly tend to prevent the many accidents by the accumulation of gas in these
premature hollows. This colliery is under the Lease to Messrs. Hancork [?Hancock] & Company of which
there is yet 18 years unexpired. Certain or Sleeping Rents £150 per annum of 17th the amount sales at pit
hill. Rent payable half yearly. The great coal here sells at from 6 to 21 cwt. In concluding my observations
upon these collieries I beg to throw out the following recommendations relative to this property.
1. It is absolutely necessary to have a general plan of the coal royalty in each district, shewing by whom it
is bounded, the extend already under agreement for lease and also the colliery workings in each seam.
2. To have regular for freight returns from each colliery of the workings and amount sales of each sort of
coal, and the royalty arising therein distinguishing the customary measures as to the proportion to the
statute ton.
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As the properties in the Lordship are very much intermixed, I think it is not necessary to remark the custom
before allowing one property to be made serviceable to the working of another to provide for a
remuneration - such for instance would accrue in thecae of the engine upon the Lords property being made

instrumental to the working of other properties to the rises, but I fancy there is no provision to this effect in
the present arrangements.
Coedtallen [Coed Talon] Iron Works
Are now employing on with great spirit 3 blast furnaces, chiefly adapted to the improved principles of
feeding by hot air which is found to save nearly 50 per cent fuel as it formerly required nearly 6 tons of coal
for producing one of iron whereas 3 tons now suffice. These furnaces could if required produce 100 tons
each of iron. The principal market is Liverpool, the pig iron being led in carts to Kings Ferry on the River
Dee and then shipped for Liverpool at an expence of 11s/- or 12s/- per ton in all. The coal field for the
supply of these works is most extensive but curtailed on the east and west by slip dykes of considerable
magnitude and to the south by the outcrop and the old workings although curtailed in present explored
area, yet the beds of coal may be called inexhaustible as will appear from the following classification in the
Engine Pit.
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Feet

Inches

At 63 yards from surface

Powel coal unwrought

2

0

Further 3 yards - ditto -

Two yard coal very little wrought being sulphureous

5

0

- Ditto - 33

Brassy coal considerably wrought

4

6

- Ditto - 37

Main coal a good deal wrought but a large field
remaining

10

6

Total 136

The main coal is a most productive seam and as it is found not only to work cheaper but also to be more
applicable to the purposes of the furnaces 3/4 of the consumption is drawn from it, the general trainings of
the colliery average about 60 tons per day. The principal beds of iron-stone which supply these works are
situate as follows. A working between the brassy coal and two yard coal, consisting of two beds each about
21/2 inches thick. The other working bed below lies 11 fathoms below the brassy coal and consists of one
bed of Blackstone 9 inches thick and one bed of common … … 2 inches thick. A great number of pits are
employed working the stone which averages about 8s/- per ton delivered at the works. Independant of the
produce of pig iron upon which the chief rent is levied - a considerable consumption of coal is carried on in
forming coke, melting pig iron into castings, and fitting them up: a considerable sale of coals is also carried
on to the country around, all of which departments are liable to separate rents which I understand to stand
as follows. 1st. Rent upon a ton of pig iron consisting of 2430 lbs
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when the actual bona fide sales at the works exceeds £ … per ton. 2nd Upon all pig iron sold for less than
£ … per ton as above the sum of … per ton rent. 3rd For all coals used in the manufacturing from the pig
etc per ton of … cwt. 4th For all coals sold to the country per ton as above or of amount sales. Now as
these various sources of revenue are closely blended with each other it is of high importance to the Lords
that frequent and accurate returns should be yielded to some common agent, whose duty it should be
occasionally to visit the work and acquaint himself with the accuracy of the statements; and here it is but
justice to observe that every pains seems to be taken, in actually weighing and putting to account the
particular destination of the coals raised from the works. I scarcely feel myself called upon to make any
remark as to the proportion of coal raised out of any particular seam, as I understand that the Lessees have
almost unrestricted power to do that as they please; moreover as the Landlord interest is guarded in the
main particularly by the rent, being made payable upon the amount sales of pig iron, they go along with the
tenants producing the best article, and the most extensive sales. I shall conclude by similar suggestions to
those thrown out regarding the collieries of Mold, viz: 1st To require a regular fortnightly return embracing
the quantity of coals raised and how appropriated.
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By looking for capulo. By consuming in furnaces. By engine and fitting up works. By country sale. By
engines and workmen’s fires and other general consumption of the works. In doing this the colliers tons
must be duly ascertained and equated to the standard ton. 2nd Also the actual sales of pig iron at the
respective prices and as the rent is made to fluctuate materially when the price of iron is under or over £ …
it is highly desireable that some standard principle should be agreed upon, whereby to check that; such as
taking the quarterly quotations of the respective qualities at Liverpool, allowing for carriage a fixed price
per ton. 3rd The Lease should be carefully examined as to whether the present mode of ascertainment is
correct and whether any other part is contained in it, favourable to the Lords, which may have been
overlooked. An abstract of the Lease also should be provided for ready reference. 4th It may well be
questioned whether it would not serve to satisfy the numerous parties to these royalties, that a common
agent should be appointed to examine the works half yearly, to check the accounts, and otherwise overlook
the transactions of the Lessees, because by the influence and judicious interference of the Lessors, various
improvement might be advanced tending to the preservation of
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The mines, and the increase of the rents; whereas the Lessees left to themselves, may or may not avail
themselves of the improvements that are constantly going on. Before quitting the subject I may be
pardoned for adventuring amongst other important items of colliery management to the article of
ventilation, the absence of a good understanding of which both occasions great expence to the owners, and
an unnecessary loss of life and limb to the operatives: a great misapprehension seems to prevail that these
accidents are chiefly occasioned by the inefficacy of the davy lamp whereas the lamp is only used in
abstract cases, and by far the greater number of lives are lost from the the want of proper and practical
precautions in the ventilation of the mines. It has been suggested that the legislature ought to take up the
subject, should they ever be induced to do so, and a general inspection of mines by practical men be the
consequence; I have no hesitation in saying that a very great number would be condemned as unsafe, and
unfit wherein to expose human life.

Matthias Dunn
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Newcastle 25th Ma 1836
Sir, I regret that my being from home on the arrival of your letter of the 23rd should have rendered it
impossible for me to answer by return of post, however I avail myself of the earliest moment to do so.
With regard to North Hetton Colliery, I have now managed it from the last 5 years during which time I have
by a considerable expenditure and by various important improvements brought it to the present state of
profitable reality - and the exact time of the Sunderland & Durham Railway, which passes over the property
and which will be in complete operation in 2 or 3 months. I do not think I can in the short period required
in answering your letter to better than state, that before the Sunderland & Durham Railways was
determined, another property including estates worth nearly 10,000£ was valued by Messrs. Morris & Hall
at £58000, since which the Sunderland & Durham Railway will be to it a clear increase of £4500 per annum,
and as the duration of the colliery may be taken at least for 21 years - that annuity is worth at the rate of 12
per cent per annum including repayment of capital 71/2 years purchase or 33750£ it therefore must be a
safe and cheap purchase at £7000.
Norwood
Immediately examined this property in the year 1834 and find that I then calculated the profit at 7 percent
in sea sale and 4 per cent on land sale coals.
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Summary of my opinion the collieries mentioned in Mr. Bedords letter.
1st Hetton
Cost price onboard ship by the present waggon way and keeling

21

6

Average value of Wallsend & Seam coal

26

6

5

0

5 per cent as the actual vend of 3200

£8000

The Sunderland Railway passing between the pits, will be a saving of at least 2/3 per
cent upon all sorts of coals annuity to upwards of £4000 C or

4500
£12500

The Leases terminate at different periods but as there will be no difficulty in renewing, I shall state the
duration at considerably more than 21 years.
2nd Gordon Colliery

s

d

Cost the waggons

8

6

Leading chaldrons to Middlesbro

6

6

15

0

24

6

9

6

Value on board ship

Assumed vend for sea
Profit upon landsale coals

£8550
2000
£10550

This without the advantage which will accrue by a paction which will inevitably take place with the
Hartlypool [Hartlepool] Harbour, by means of the South West Junction Railway in and taking the … of
distance and advantage of ports into consideration it cannot be stated at less than 2/6
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per cent on £2250 per annum.
3rd Evenwood Colliery
As the same observation will apply to the adjoining colliery of Evenwood except that it may expect to
command a greater red, I will not stage the annual profit of this colliery at press than the annual above
profit.
4th Roddy Moor Colliery
s

d

My evidence before the Committee states the cost price of the main coal in this district
not the waggon

8

4

Maximum of railway chaldrons from Roddy Moor to Hartlepool

7

6

16

0

Value of coal on board ship according to the present time

25

0

9

0

Profit

£
Now assuming the actual annual vend of this colliery at 18000 chaldrons at 9s/- will amount to

8100

North Hedtton 21 years at 14 per cent x 6.6 x 12.500

82500

Gordon 31 years at 14 -ditto - x 6.6 x 10000

66000

Evenwood 31 years at 14 - ditto - 6.6 x 10000

66000

Roddy Moor 3 years at 14 - ditto - 6.6 x 8100

53460
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11 Mark Lane, 7th July 1836
Dear Sir, On behalf of a clint [client] who has negotiated for a Lease of Lady Newburghs coalfield at Amble,
I will thank you with all convenient dispatch to make a survey so as to report fully on the extent nature and
quality of the coal - depths of the several seams, probably expence of winning and in short to finish a report
comprising all the information which in such cases required by an intended Lessee. I understand the
colliery is in part won and it will be a question for your consideration whether from the progress that has
been made and the state of the mine, it will be advisable to proceed with the present workings or to sink a
new shaft in the first instance or to do both. I enclose you a report made by Mr. Fulton a very celebrated
engineer from which you will perceive that he recommends a new harbour to be constructed as the Coquet
at present is incapable of admitting vessels of a larger burthen than 4 or 5 keels, and it is not susceptible of
effective improvement. On the other hand, I have been informed that no new harbour will be required in
as much as vessels of 8 or 9 keels can be load in the Coquet. You will please to make yourself fully
acquainted with this important point so as to report whether or not with reference to the interests of the
Lessee, the present harbour be sufficient or you would advise a new one to be made.

